January 18, 2022

The Honorable John Bel Edwards
Governor, State of Louisiana

Dear Governor Edwards:

Senate Bill 46/Act 400 of the 2018 Regular Legislative Session calls for action relative to a master plan for postsecondary education. The Board of Regents is charged to submit an annual report on the status of postsecondary education, including in such report all master plan revisions since the last report.

Attached please find a copy of the Master Plan Year Two Review (Addendum A), which was released at the September 22, 2021 Board of Regents meeting. Also attached for reference is a copy of the Master Plan Year One Review (Addendum B), released in September 2020, as well as the full original Master Plan for Higher Education, “Louisiana Prospers: Driving our Talent Imperative,” adopted by the Board of Regents in August 2019 (Addendum C).

Since its launch in August 2019, Louisiana’s Master Plan for Higher Education has driven the state’s prosperity agenda, nested in its ambitious attainment goal that calls for 60% of working-age adults to hold a postsecondary credential by 2030.

The second year of Master Plan implementation was defined by extraordinary challenges as Louisiana battled the COVID-19 pandemic, multiple major hurricanes, racial unrest, economic disruptions, and even severe winter weather. Instead of pausing our work, these events revealed the urgency and importance of our work – to reengage adult learners, close equity gaps, reach traditionally underserved populations and build the skills necessary to support a stronger economy.

Master Plan Year 2 Review highlights include:

- College affordability is improving through historic investments in need-based aid (GO Grants), performance-based aid (TOPS), and establishment of the M.J. Foster Scholars program for adult financial aid.
- Educational attainment grew by .8%, from 47.3% in 2019 to 48.1% in 2020, outpacing the nation’s growth for the first time since 2014.
- Slight equity gains were accomplished across several categories including total enrollment for African Americans, completion of postsecondary credentials by African Americans, and the number of adults over the age of 25 earning an undergraduate credential.
• Investments of federal COVID recovery dollars were guided by a Digital Inclusion Strategic Asset Team assembled to address and understand the impact of the rapid shift to online delivery of courses as well as to lead overall efforts to erase the digital divide.

This month campuses are welcoming back students for the spring semester with an expanded focus on mitigation measures as we continue our strong commitment to safely educating students during this global pandemic. The impact of this extended disruption, now entering its third year, on the enrollment and completion of our students is profound, negatively impacting our talent development agenda. However, we remain committed to the work and see real opportunities to enhance educational attainment as we focus on bringing college to more high school students, implementing the state’s new adult financial aid program, and working collaboratively across communities and campuses to erase the digital divide and leverage new federal resources in building the human infrastructure throughout our state.

Also please find enclosed institutional mission statements (Addendum D) as prescribed in Senate Bill 46/Act 400 of the 2018 Regular Legislative Session.

Thanks to you and the Legislature for your leadership and guidance on this paramount priority to protect, inform, and reinvest in the students of Louisiana.

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact me concerning this response or any other matters relating to higher education.

Sincerely,

Kim Hunter Reed, Ph.D.
Commissioner of Higher Education

Attachments
c: President Page Cortez
Speaker Clay Schexnayder
Yolanda Dixon, Secretary of the Senate
Michelle Fontenot, Clerk of the House
Poynter Library (DRPLibrary@legis.la.gov)
ADDENDUM A
Since its launch in August 2019, Louisiana’s Master Plan has driven the state’s prosperity agenda, nested in its ambitious attainment goal that calls for 60% of working-age adults to hold a postsecondary credential by 2030. This shared vision for our state has connected with a broad spectrum of stakeholders, from executive agencies focused on economic development, corrections, and social services, to private employers and industries, focused on building a stronger economy and a ready workforce. Together they share a commitment to talent development and a realization that education and training are the foundation of Louisiana’s success.

The second year of Master Plan implementation was defined by extraordinary challenges as Louisiana battled the COVID-19 pandemic, multiple major hurricanes, racial unrest, economic disruptions, and even severe winter weather. Instead of pausing our work, these events revealed the urgency and importance of our work – to reengage adult learners, close equity gaps, reach traditionally underserved populations, and build the skills essential to support a stronger economy. Leading a multi-system higher education ecosystem, Commissioner of Higher Education Kim Hunter Reed and the Board of Regents defined colleges and universities as strategic assets during the crises of 2020-21 and our systems and institutions demonstrated their value in communities across the state.

Our laser focus on reaching our attainment goal has never wavered, because Louisiana recognizes that, now more than ever, talent development is the key to our future. Higher education redoubled efforts to improve outcomes for all students and maximized the education-to-employment pipeline to get people back to work and into better, more meaningful careers. In a time of profound disruption and uncertainty, the Master Plan served as an anchor, highlighting the importance of our priorities, the extreme need to accomplish them, and the centrality of this work to building a prosperous and resilient Louisiana.
term credentials that address workforce needs and incorporating into Master Plan completion metrics; developing an online repository providing access to statewide inventory of credentials of value and implementing a review process to ensure those credentials meet job demand and earnings criteria.

Innovating for a Prosperity Pipeline

2019-20: Received support from Education Strategy Group (ESG) Attainment Academy for regional planning development; convened workforce, education, economic development, social services agencies, and other stakeholders through the Governor’s Workforce and Education SubCabinet to focus on statewide talent development efforts; statewide exchange of best practices and programs achieved through the second annual LaSTEM Summit.

2020-21: Integrated regional planning in work-based learning, non-academic credentials, dual enrollment, goal monitoring, etc.; regional STEM Network advisory groups informed regional STEM Centers; through the work of the Legislative Economic Recovery Task Force and subsequent resolution (HCR12) adopted in the 2020 Special Session, Regents worked with Louisiana Workforce Commission to study and report on funding and programs supporting workforce development.

2021-22: Operationalizing regional planning through expansion of regional attainment efforts and implementation of new data tools; utilizing labor market analysis data by colleges and universities to advance proactive strategic postsecondary program planning as well as analysis of current and future in-demand skills that should be embedded in curricula.

The Power of Research Universities

2019-20: Secured a five-year, $20M National Science Foundation (NSF) Track 1 award to support 3D printing research; campuses deployed research results and skills in real time to assist in producing personal protective equipment (PPE) in response to the COVID-19 medical surge; research campuses led efforts to understand, treat, and protect against COVID-19.

2020-21: Completed year one NSF Track 1 work; held first annual research summit, planned for development of an updated statewide science and technology plan and statewide data management system for campus-based research activities.

Measuring Success

2019-20: Developed Master Plan metrics and benchmarks.

2020-21: Counted nonacademic credentials toward the attainment goal; expanded the Master Plan dashboard; developed and launched the Prosperity Index.

2021-22: Expanding credential of value recognition to include proprietary and licensed institutions; expansion of the data dashboard to include private institution credential completion; providing Prosperity Index and labor market analytics data to regional partners to track social and economic indicators, including progress toward meeting current and future industry needs; incorporating new longitudinal K-12 and employment outcomes data provided through recently enacted legislation, which will help identify policy needs and best practices to more effectively support students and workforce development initiatives.

Reinvestment Ready

• Achieved the most significant higher education budget increase in 13 years, with over $100 million in additional dollars to support students, faculty and staff as we drive talent development.

Focus on Affordability

• Increased need-based aid (GO Grants) with an historic $11 million increase, established Louisiana’s adult financial aid program (M.J. Foster Promise) and passed Truth in Borrowing legislation focused on improved consumer information to reduce student debt.

Collaborate for System Redesign

Through K-12 Partnerships: Advanced Louisiana’s K-12 and postsecondary education policy boards (Board of Elementary and Secondary Education and Board of Regents) shared goal for all high school freshmen, beginning with the entering class of 2025, to graduate with some college credit, a market-relevant credential, or both.

• Fast Forward Initiative – Partnered with the Department of Education to fund and launch eight regional collaborative pilots, for K-12, higher education and business/industry to redesign the 11th and 12th grades of high school so that more students graduate with dual degrees (high
STRATEGIES AT-A-GLANCE continued

high-demand credentials through COVID-19 relief funding; achieved $10.6M in legislative dollars to fully fund TOPS, as well as an additional $1M each to support GO Grant and Student Tuition Assistance and Revenue Trust (START) programs.

2020-21: Used National Governors Association (NGA) and Strada support for regional expansion of postsecondary and public benefits accessibility for adult learners; partnered with the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank to develop the Louisiana-specific Career Ladder Identifier and Financial Forecaster (CLIFF) benefits tool for Louisiana, an interactive financial planner designed to inform individuals of future earning potential and potential benefits lost as part of career planning, to help underserved and low-income populations understand the short- and long-term impacts of pursuing a postsecondary credential and high-skill employment.

2021-22: Expanding affordable childcare access for adult learners; launching the CLIFF tool and partnering with agencies to promote usage of the tool to ensure underserved students and families can make informed decisions and leverage benefits to credential completion; implementing M.J. Foster Promise and expanded GO Grant programs to provide need-based aid for recent high school graduates and adults pursuing workforce credentials and two-year degrees; transparent and intentional delivery of loan debt and repayment information to reduce student debt and give students the opportunity to regularly assess their borrowing obligations.

Mapping and Stacking Credentials

2019-20: Awarded technical support from National Skills Coalition (NSC) Policy Academy to develop the quality postsecondary credentials of value definition and process.

2020-21: Adopted statewide policy providing definitions/criteria and an evaluation process for nonacademic credentials of value; “Reboot Louisiana” expansion by the state’s community and technical colleges of access to short-term technical and competency-based credentials that link to high-demand regional economic development needs in support of a post-COVID workforce.

2021-22: Identifying pathways connecting technical and academic credentials, beginning with high-demand fields including cybersecurity certificates and industry-based certifications (A+, Net+, and Security+), as well as agriculture technology, including the AAS to BAS pathway under development between Fitcher Technical Community College and Nicholls State University; identifying as credentials of value proprietary and short-term credentials plus associate's degree or apprenticeship and are college- and career-ready.

Dual Enrollment – Sustained commitment to expanding dual enrollment with adoption of a new eligibility policy designed to increase access and success, $2M federal grant to expand low-to-no-cost textbook options for dual enrollment general education courses and release of Louisiana’s first statewide dual enrollment report.

Through Social Services Partnerships: Implemented a National Governors Association grant supporting a pilot program in the greater Acadiana region to connect adult learners with resources and services to help mitigate non-academic barriers to learning, such as food insecurity, housing instability, and access to quality childcare. The No Wrong Door program is leveraging the new Une Le Louisiane platform, a coordinated care network that allows entities in the network to send and receive electronic referrals to address people’s social needs and increase credential completion.

COVID-19 as an Attainment Accelerator

- Higher Education as a Strategic Asset for Resiliency – Responded to pandemic disruptions at community and technical colleges where adults populations were particularly susceptible to educational stop-out by supporting the ReBoot LA program, which leveraged $18M in COVID-19 emergency funds to support 5,000 adults in upskilling and reskilling by earning short-term, high-demand credentials.

Focus on Student Safety/Title IX

- Regents as a Resource – Engaged with legislators, students and system and campus leaders through Regents’ convening role to demonstrate a unified commitment to student safety and ensure consistent understanding and implementation of laws, policies, and best practices concerning sexual misconduct on campus given the current climate in Louisiana. Actions from the 2021 Legislative Session include:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Updated Regents’ Uniform Policy on Power-Based Violence/ Sexual Misconduct and Uniform Training for Employees, Advisors and Board Members (Act 472 – Freeman, Act 439 – Mizell)
Enhanced Biannual Campus Crime Reporting (Act 447 – Riser)
Created a Power-Based Violence Review Panel (Act 441 – Barrow)
Residential Lease Terminations for Victims of Sexual Assault (Act 1 – Freeman)

ACCOMPLISHMENTS continued

Innovate for Solutions
- Research Summit – Hosted the first Board of Regents Research Summit, From Eureka to Life: Sustainable Campus-Industry Partnerships, which brought together more than 100 research administrators, faculty, and industry collaborators to discuss strategic opportunities and lay the groundwork for in-depth partnership building during a fall 2021 follow-up event.

Educate for Success
- Quality Credentials of Value – Worked with National Skills Coalition to develop and adopt uniform criteria for identifying non-academic credentials (typically awarded through community and technical colleges) that provide value in the marketplace, leading to strong opportunities and good wages.
- Regional STEM Centers – Awarded Regional STEM grants to educational, economic development, and nonprofit organizations in each labor market region to establish Regional STEM Centers designed to grow an education-to-employment STEM ecosystem across the state and expand opportunities for women, underrepresented minorities, and underserved populations in high-demand STEM career fields.
- Cybersecurity Grants – Awarded grant funding to public colleges and universities through the Cybersecurity Talent Initiative Fund to create new or expanded cyber opportunities that will increase access to academic and technical credentials across the state to meet Louisiana’s growing cybersecurity workforce needs.

Measure Success
- Master Plan Data Toolkit – Designed web-based applications, including the Master Plan Data Dashboard, the Prosperity Index, the U.S. Census Bureau’s Postsecondary Employment Outcomes Tool and the Louisiana Higher Education Factbook, which allow stakeholders to monitor progress towards meeting the state’s attainment goal, identify workforce trends and track improvements in the overall prosperity of the state. The complementary tools enable examination of the effects of state-level policy changes, giving policymakers the ability to expand analysis beyond traditional education metrics.

CONTINUING STRATEGIES AT-A-GLANCE

Closing Louisiana’s Achievement Gaps (reaching 60%)
2019-20: Development of state attainment and completion goals and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) Advisory Council recommendations.
2020-21: Reengagement of institutions with Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) Doctoral Scholars Program (DSP) to support recruitment of a diverse faculty; expansion of remote learning accessibility (devices and broadband).
2021-22: Adopting goals by system/institutions; developing and implementing Student Success Council Action Plan to address educational inequities and increase credential completion; implementing SREB DSP student support initiative incentives to encourage faculty to more effectively engage and mentor doctoral candidates from underrepresented minority populations; collaborating with the HBCU Advisory Council to develop pathways to increase male teachers of color in the K-12 classroom; focused outreach and engagement by Regional STEM Centers to underrepresented populations in STEM academic and career pathways.

Dual Enrollment – Start Strong
2019-20: Task Force recommendations developed to support universal access to dual enrollment; legislation adopted codifying guiding principles; Partnership to Advance Youth Apprenticeships (PAYA) grant to support expanding nonacademic pathways for students.
2020-21: Development of dual enrollment statewide portal to improve course selection and enrollment processes for students and enhance parent outreach.
2021-22: Implementing Fast Forward initiative, establishing nearly 40 pathways for school districts to select that will allow students to graduate high school with an associate’s degree or high-demand apprenticeship, increasing access to dual enrollment through expanded mobile labs, an online information portal, and standard application development; collaborating on Dual Enrollment Quality Assurance (via statewide trainings and reporting requirements).

Improving Outcomes
2019-20: Awarded Strong Start to Finish Developmental Math Reform grants to scale college-level math accompanied by high-quality remedial support.
2020-2021: Hosted practitioner-led peer learning communities and national expert-facilitated workshops throughout the year to accelerate statewide developmental math reform aimed at improving access and student success.
2021-22: Adopting universal access to corequisite math; commencement of work on aligning appropriate math pathways to specific disciplines; developing recommendations from Student Success Council focused on best practices for postsecondary access, student support, and career preparedness; convening a statewide summit with colleges and universities to accelerate policies and practices focused on achieving Master Plan goals.

Incentivizing Success: Outcomes Based Funding
2019-20: Developed funding formula that aligns with Master Plan goals.
2020-21: Revised funding formula to be implemented concurrent with or following pandemic contingencies.
2021-22: Increasing formula funding to drive and recognize institutional performance (25% outcomes).

Making Pathways Attainable by Making Them Affordable
2019-20: Expanded Open Educational Resources (OER) Commons to statewide curriculum; no-cost and low-cost textbook legislation enacted; HB 676 (transcript release); expanded scholarship funding for short-term,
DATA COMPARISONS continued

2021 COMPLETER DATA:
• Total number of completers dipped slightly, with largest drop in non-academic credentials
• Equity gains made
Source: Statewide Student Profile System, Louisiana Board of Regents, 2021 (All institutions reporting data as of July 31, 2021)

NEXT STEPS
Priorities for the Year Ahead

Ours is a dual theory of change to reach our 2030 goals: educational attainment will increase through both improved student outcomes/early college engagement as well as stronger regional education-to-employment efforts. The success of our work requires deep and sustained stakeholder engagement, through which we can identify attainment and equity champions committed to immediate and long-term efforts critical to Louisiana’s success.

Goal Setting
• System/Campus Goal-Setting – Calling for attainment growth, reducing equity gaps and enhancing student access and success.

• Regional Talent Development Focus – Building on the introduction of labor market analytics to support education and economic development organizations in determining and meeting current and future workforce needs.

Erasing Equity Gaps
• Expanding Opportunity for All – Without addressing long-standing and profound equity gaps, making postsecondary education affordable and accessible to underserved student populations, the Master Plan attainment goal cannot be reached. As a result, all Regents efforts are being reviewed and advanced through an equity lens. The Student Success Council is studying the root causes of and solutions to this problem with an eye toward advancing policy and practices to address equity challenges. Other efforts include a focus on faculty diversity and expanded efforts to leverage public benefits for college completion.

Blurring the Lines
• Dual Enrollment/Fast Forward Initiatives – Increasing high schoolers graduating with college credit or a credential through dual enrollment expansion and Fast Forward implementation, launch of the Dual Enrollment Statewide Portal and standard application supporting and promoting increased dual enrollment participation.

Digital Inclusion/Digital Literacy
• Tools and Training – Shining a bright light on the digital literacy needs of faculty, staff and students, COVID-19 disruptions mandated better navigation in the digital world. The Digital Inclusion Strategic Action Team will establish digital access and literacy by reframing the eLearning Task Force’s strategic goals and leadership around quality online course construction and delivery; adopt policies to expand digital literacy training across postsecondary communities; identify funding and best practices to reach and sustain a one-to-one student-to-device ratio; and collaborate with the BEL Commission to secure access for all education partners.

NEXT STEPS
NEXT STEPS continued

Focus on Affordability

- Additional Resources for Need-Based Aid – Infusing $11 million into GO Grants, Louisiana’s need-based aid program, signaled a new commitment to helping underresourced students realize their postsecondary education goals. The scale of need in Louisiana stretches far beyond this down payment, so it is a high priority to secure additional funding for GO Grants, adult financial aid and other opportunities for student funding based on need.

- Funds for Finishers – Using stimulus funding to incentivize near-completers at Louisiana’s public two- and four-year institutions to earn their degrees or credentials, the Completers Grant provides scholarships to students who are within 30 credit hours of completion, with priority given to those students within 15 hours of completion in healthcare and STEM fields.

Measuring Success

- Data collection/Data analysis – Developing a comprehensive suite of data resources that enables cradle-to-career views of students and graduates of our schools, universities, and communities became possible through legislation passed during the 2021 Regular Session. This improved longitudinal system will allow for deep analysis across K-12, workforce, public and private colleges and universities, and proprietary schools, giving Master Plan stakeholders the ability to measure progress towards our attainment goal and inform future policy development.

“... that requires that we expand our thinking about talent and the tools by which talent is developed."

-Louisiana Prospers

DATA COMPARISONS

2019 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

- Louisiana Outpaces the Nation in Growth First Time Since 2014!

Source: Lumina Foundation Stronger Nation Report 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Louisiana</th>
<th>Nation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48.1%</td>
<td>51.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>51.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GETTING TO THE GOAL

LOUISIANA RESIDENTS AGES 25-64

11.9% attainment increase needed to reach 60% by 2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.9%</th>
<th>9.5%</th>
<th>28.3%</th>
<th>10.5%</th>
<th>15.2%</th>
<th>7.3%</th>
<th>17%</th>
<th>6.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>less than 9th grade</td>
<td>high school graduate (including GED)</td>
<td>9th-12th grade no diploma</td>
<td>same college no credential</td>
<td>short-term credential</td>
<td>associate’s degree</td>
<td>bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>graduate or professional degree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DATA COMPARISONS
NEXT STEPS  continued

Focus on Affordability

• Additional Resources for Need-Based Aid – Infusing $11 million into GO Grants, Louisiana’s need-based aid program, signaled a new commitment to helping underresourced students realize their postsecondary education goals. The scale of need in Louisiana stretches far beyond this down payment, so it is a high priority to secure additional funding for GO Grants, adult financial aid and other opportunities for student funding based on need.

• Funds for Finishers – Using stimulus funding to incentivize near-completers at Louisiana’s public two- and four-year institutions to earn their degrees or credentials, the Completers Grant provides scholarships to students who are within 30 credit hours of completion, with priority given to those students within 15 hours of completion in healthcare and STEM fields.

Measuring Success

• Data collection/Data analysis – Developing a comprehensive suite of data resources that enables cradle-to-career views of students and graduates of our schools, universities, and communities became possible through legislation passed during the 2021 Regular Session. This improved longitudinal system will allow for deep analysis across K-12, workforce, public and private colleges and universities, and proprietary schools, giving Master Plan stakeholders the ability to measure progress towards our attainment goal and inform future policy development.

“...To double the numbers by 2030 requires that we expand our thinking about talent and the tools by which talent is developed.”

-LOUISIANA PROSPERS

DATA COMPARISONS

2019 EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

• Louisiana Outpaces the Nation in Growth
  First Time Since 2014!
  Source: Lumina Foundation Stronger Nation Report 2019

48.1% Louisiana
47.3% Nation

51.9% 51.3%
47.3% 51.3%

short-term credentials
associate’s degree and higher

4.8% 4.8%

11.9% attainment increase needed to reach 60% by 2030

GETTING TO THE GOAL

LOUISIANA RESIDENTS AGES 25-64

48.1% ATTAINMENT

3.9% 9.5% 23.3% 10.5% 15.2% 7.3% 10.5% 8.3%

less than 9th grade
9th-12th grade (including GED)
high school graduate (including GED)
same college no credential
associate’s degree
short-term credential
Because of rounding, the sum of these percentages may exceed 100.

bachelor’s degree
graduate or professional degree

GOAL: 60% by 2030
DATA COMPARISONS continued

2021 COMPLETER DATA:
• Total number of completers dipped slightly, with largest drop in non-academic credentials
• Equity gains made
Source: Statewide Student Profile System, Louisiana Board of Regents, 2021 (All institutions reporting data as of July 31, 2021)

NEXT STEPS
Priorities for the Year Ahead

Ours is a dual theory of change to reach our 2030 goals: educational attainment will increase through both improved student outcomes/early college engagement as well as stronger regional education-to-employment efforts. The success of our work requires deep and sustained stakeholder engagement, through which we can identify attainment and equity champions committed to immediate and long-term efforts critical to Louisiana’s success.

Goal Setting
• System/Campus Goal-Setting – Calling for attainment growth, reducing equity gaps and enhancing student access and success.
• Regional Talent Development Focus – Building on the introduction of labor market analytics to support education and economic development organizations in determining and meeting current and future workforce needs.

Erasing Equity Gaps
• Expanding Opportunity for All – Without addressing long-standing and profound equity gaps, making postsecondary education affordable and accessible to underserved student populations, the Master Plan attainment goal cannot be reached. As a result, all Regents efforts are being reviewed and advanced through an equity lens. The Student Success Council is studying the root causes of and solutions to this problem with an eye toward advancing policy and practices to address equity challenges. Other efforts include a focus on faculty diversity and expanded efforts to leverage public benefits for college completion.

Blurring the Lines
• Dual Enrollment/Fast Forward Initiatives – Increasing high schoolers graduating with college credit or a credential through dual enrollment expansion and Fast Forward implementation, launch of the Dual Enrollment Statewide Portal and standard application supporting and promoting increased dual enrollment participation.

Digital Inclusion/Digital Literacy
• Tools and Training – Shining a bright light on the digital literacy needs of faculty, staff and students, COVID-19 disruptions mandated better navigation in the digital world. The Digital Inclusion Strategic Action Team will establish digital access and literacy by reframing the eLearning Task Force’s strategic goals and leadership around quality online course construction and delivery; adopt policies to expand digital literacy training across postsecondary communities; identify funding and best practices to reach and sustain a one-to-one student-to-device ratio; and collaborate with the BEL Commission to secure access for all education partners.

NEXT STEPS

The projected GAP to reach the attainment goal has grown from 8,553 pre-pandemic to 21,106 post-pandemic.

COVID-19 brought new urgency to the need to upskill and reskill adults to build our post-pandemic economy and more resilient communities. We must redouble our efforts to support our community and technical colleges, which experienced the largest declines in enrollment and completion due to the pandemic. Increasing education and training for Louisiana’s people is the highest priority as our state recovers and grows.

The projected GAP to reach the attainment goal has grown from 8,553 pre-pandemic to 21,106 post-pandemic.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS continued

• Updated Regents’ Uniform Policy on Power-Based Violence/ Sexual Misconduct and Uniform Training for Employees, Advisors and Board Members (Act 472 – Freeman, Act 439 – Mizell)
• Enhanced Biannual Campus Crime Reporting (Act 447 – Riser)
• Created a Power-Based Violence Review Panel (Act 441 – Barrow)
• Residential Lease Terminations for Victims of Sexual Assault (Act 1 – Freeman)

Innovate for Solutions

• Research Summit – Hosted the first Board of Regents Research Summit, From Eureka to Life: Sustainable Campus-Industry Partnerships, which brought together more than 100 research administrators, faculty, and industry collaborators to discuss strategic opportunities and lay the groundwork for in-depth partnership building during a fall 2021 follow-up event.

Educate for Success

• Quality Credentials of Value – Worked with National Skills Coalition to develop and adopt uniform criteria for identifying non-academic credentials (typically awarded through community and technical colleges) that provide value in the marketplace, leading to strong opportunities and good wages.

• Regional STEM Centers – Awarded Regional STEM grants to educational, economic development, and nonprofit organizations in each labor market region to establish Regional STEM Centers designed to grow an education-to-employment STEM ecosystem across the state and expand opportunities for women, underrepresented minorities, and under-served populations in high-demand STEM career fields.

• Cybersecurity Grants – Awarded grant funding to public colleges and universities through the Cybersecurity Talent Initiative Fund to create new or expanded cyber opportunities that will increase access to academic and technical credentials across the state to meet Louisiana’s growing cybersecurity workforce needs.

Measure Success

Innovate for Solutions

• Research Summit – Hosted the first Board of Regents Research Summit, From Eureka to Life: Sustainable Campus-Industry Partnerships, which brought together more than 100 research administrators, faculty, and industry collaborators to discuss strategic opportunities and lay the groundwork for in-depth partnership building during a fall 2021 follow-up event.

Educate for Success

• Quality Credentials of Value – Worked with National Skills Coalition to develop and adopt uniform criteria for identifying non-academic credentials (typically awarded through community and technical colleges) that provide value in the marketplace, leading to strong opportunities and good wages.

• Regional STEM Centers – Awarded Regional STEM grants to educational, economic development, and nonprofit organizations in each labor market region to establish Regional STEM Centers designed to grow an education-to-employment STEM ecosystem across the state and expand opportunities for women, underrepresented minorities, and under-served populations in high-demand STEM career fields.

• Cybersecurity Grants – Awarded grant funding to public colleges and universities through the Cybersecurity Talent Initiative Fund to create new or expanded cyber opportunities that will increase access to academic and technical credentials across the state to meet Louisiana’s growing cybersecurity workforce needs.

Measure Success

(www.laregents.edu/datatoolkit)

• Master Plan Data Toolkit – Designed web-based applications, including the Master Plan Data Dashboard, the Prosperity Index, the U.S. Census Bureau’s Postsecondary Employment Outcomes Tool and the Louisiana Higher Education Factbook, which allow stakeholders to monitor progress towards meeting the state’s attainment goal, identify workforce trends and track improvements in the overall prosperity of the state. The complementary tools enable examination of the effects of state-level policy changes, giving policymakers the ability to expand analysis beyond traditional education metrics.

STRATEGIES AT-A-GLANCE

Closing Louisiana’s Achievement Gaps (reaching 60%)

2019-20: Development of state attainment and completion goals and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) Advisory Council recommendations.

2020-21: Reengagement of institutions with Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) Doctoral Scholars Program (DSP) to support recruitment of a diverse faculty; expansion of remote learning accessibility (devices and broadband).

2021-22: Adopting goals by system/institutions; developing and implementing Student Success Council Action Plan to address educational inequities and increase credential completion; implementing SREB DSP student support initiative incentives to encourage faculty to more effectively engage and mentor doctoral candidates from underrepresented minority populations; collaborating with the HBCU Advisory Council to develop pathways to increase male teachers of color in the K-12 classroom; focused outreach and engagement by Regional STEM Centers to underrepresented populations in STEM academic and career pathways.

Dual Enrollment – Start Strong

2019-20: Task Force recommendations developed to support universal access to dual enrollment; legislation adopted codifying guiding principles; Partnership to Advance Youth Apprenticeships (PAYA) grant to support expanding nonacademic pathways for students.

2020-21: Development of dual enrollment statewide portal to improve course selection and enrollment processes for students and enhance parent outreach.

2021-22: Implementing Fast Forward initiative, establishing nearly 40 pathways for school districts to select that will allow students to graduate high school with an associate’s degree or high-demand apprenticeship, increasing access to dual enrollment through expanded mobile labs, an online information portal, and standard application development, collaborating on Dual Enrollment Quality Assurance (via statewide trainings and reporting requirements).

Improving Outcomes

2019-20: Awarded Strong Start to Finish Developmental Math Reform grants to scale college-level math accompanied by high-quality remedial support.

2020-2021: Hosted practitioner-led peer learning communities and national expert-facilitated workshops throughout the year to accelerate statewide developmental math reform aimed at improving access and student success.

2021-22: Adopting universal access to corequisite math; commencement of work on aligning appropriate math pathways to specific disciplines; developing recommendations from Student Success Council focused on best practices for postsecondary access, student support, and career preparedness; convening a statewide summit with colleges and universities to accelerate policies and practices focused on achieving Master Plan goals.

Incentivizing Success: Outcomes Based Funding

2019-20: Developing funding formula that aligns with Master Plan goals.

2020-21: Revised funding formula to be implemented concurrent with or following pandemic contingencies.

2021-22: Increasing formula funding to drive and recognize institutional performance (25% outcomes).

Making Pathways Attainable by Making Them Affordable

2019-20: Expanded Open Educational Resources (OER) Commons to statewide curriculum; no-cost and low-cost textbook legislation enacted; HB 676 (transcript release); expanded scholarship funding for short-term,
2021-22: Hosting the second annual research summit to offer opportunities for development of broad-based research partnerships; securing federal funding to support the Louisiana-specific Career Ladder Identifier and Financial Forecaster (CLIFF) benefits tool for Louisiana, an interactive financial planner designed to inform individuals of future earning potential and potential benefits at part of career planning, to help underserved and low-income populations understand the short- and long-term impacts of pursuing a postsecondary credential and high-skill employment.

2021-22: Expanding affordable childcare access for adult learners; launching the CLIFF tool and partnering with agencies to promote usage of the tool to ensure underserved students and families can make informed decisions and leverage benefits to credential completion, implementing M.J. Foster Promise and expanded GO Grant programs to provide need-based aid for recent high school graduates and adults pursuing workforce credentials and two-year degrees; transparent and intentional delivery of loan debt and repayment information to reduce student debt and give students the opportunity to regularly assess their borrowing obligations.

Mapping and Stacking Credentials

2019-20: Awarded technical support from National Skills Coalition (NSC) Policy Academy to develop the quality postsecondary credentials of value definition and process.

2020-21: Adopted statewide policy providing definitions/criteria and an evaluation process for nonacademic credentials of value; “Reboot Louisiana” expansion by the state’s community and technical colleges of access to short-term technical and competency-based credentials that link to high-demand regional economic development needs in support of a post-COVID workforce.

2021-22: Identifying pathways connecting technical and academic credentials, beginning with high-demand fields including cybersecurity certifications and industry-based certifications (A+, Net+, and Security+), as well as agriculture technology, including the AAS to BAS pathway under development between Fletcher Technical Community College and Nicholls State University; identifying as credentials of value proprietary and short-term credentials plus associate’s degree or apprenticeship and are college- and career-ready.

COVID-19 as an Attainment Accelerator

- Higher Education as a Strategic Asset for Resiliency – Responded to pandemic disruptions at community and technical colleges where adults populations were particularly susceptible to educational stop-out by supporting the ReBoot LA program, which leveraged $10M in COVID-19 emergency funds to support 5,000 adults in upskilling and reskilling by earning short-term, high-demand credentials.

Through Social Services Partnerships: Implemented a National Governors Association grant supporting a pilot program in the greater Acadiana region to connect adult learners with resources and services to help mitigate non-academic barriers to learning, such as food insecurity, housing instability, and access to quality childcare. The No Wrong Door program is leveraging the new Unite Louisiana platform, a coordinated care network that allows entities in the network to send and receive electronic referrals to address people’s social needs and increase credential completion.

Focus on Student Safety/Title IX

- Regents as a Resource – Engaged with legislators, students and system and campus leaders through Regents’ convening role to demonstrate a unified commitment to student safety and ensure consistent understanding and implementation of laws, policies, and best practices concerning sexual misconduct on campus given the current climate in Louisiana. Actions from the 2021 Legislative Session include:

2021-22: Expanding affordable childcare access for adult learners; launching the CLIFF tool and partnering with agencies to promote usage of the tool to ensure underserved students and families can make informed decisions and leverage benefits to credential completion, implementing M.J. Foster Promise and expanded GO Grant programs to provide need-based aid for recent high school graduates and adults pursuing workforce credentials and two-year degrees; transparent and intentional delivery of loan debt and repayment information to reduce student debt and give students the opportunity to regularly assess their borrowing obligations.

Mapping and Stacking Credentials

2019-20: Awarded technical support from National Skills Coalition (NSC) Policy Academy to develop the quality postsecondary credentials of value definition and process.

2020-21: Adopted statewide policy providing definitions/criteria and an evaluation process for nonacademic credentials of value; “Reboot Louisiana” expansion by the state’s community and technical colleges of access to short-term technical and competency-based credentials that link to high-demand regional economic development needs in support of a post-COVID workforce.

2021-22: Identifying pathways connecting technical and academic credentials, beginning with high-demand fields including cybersecurity certifications and industry-based certifications (A+, Net+, and Security+), as well as agriculture technology, including the AAS to BAS pathway under development between Fletcher Technical Community College and Nicholls State University; identifying as credentials of value proprietary and short-term credentials that link to high-demand regional economic development needs in support of a post-COVID workforce.

COVID-19 as an Attainment Accelerator

- Higher Education as a Strategic Asset for Resiliency – Responded to pandemic disruptions at community and technical colleges where adults populations were particularly susceptible to educational stop-out by supporting the ReBoot LA program, which leveraged $10M in COVID-19 emergency funds to support 5,000 adults in upskilling and reskilling by earning short-term, high-demand credentials.

Through Social Services Partnerships: Implemented a National Governors Association grant supporting a pilot program in the greater Acadiana region to connect adult learners with resources and services to help mitigate non-academic barriers to learning, such as food insecurity, housing instability, and access to quality childcare. The No Wrong Door program is leveraging the new Unite Louisiana platform, a coordinated care network that allows entities in the network to send and receive electronic referrals to address people’s social needs and increase credential completion.

Focus on Student Safety/Title IX

- Regents as a Resource – Engaged with legislators, students and system and campus leaders through Regents’ convening role to demonstrate a unified commitment to student safety and ensure consistent understanding and implementation of laws, policies, and best practices concerning sexual misconduct on campus given the current climate in Louisiana. Actions from the 2021 Legislative Session include:
term credentials that address workforce needs and incorporating into Master Plan completion metrics; developing an online repository providing access to statewide inventory of credentials of value and implementing a review process to ensure those credentials meet job demand and earnings criteria.

**Innovating for a Prosperity Pipeline**

**2019-20:** Received support from Education Strategy Group (ESG) Attainment Academy for regional planning development; convened workforce, education, economic development, social services agencies, and other stakeholders through the Governor’s Workforce and Education SubCabinet to focus on statewide talent development efforts; statewide exchange of best practices and programs achieved through the second annual LaSTEM Summit.

**2020-21:** Integrated regional planning in work-based learning, non-academic credentials, dual enrollment, goal monitoring, etc.; regional STEM Network advisory groups informed regional efforts; worked with Louisiana Workforce Commission to study and report on funding and programs supporting workforce development.

**2021-22:** Operationalizing regional planning through expansion of regional attainment efforts and implementation of new data tools; utilizing labor market analysis data by colleges and universities to advance proactive strategic postsecondary program planning as well as analysis of current and future in-demand skills that should be embedded in curricula.

**The Power of Research Universities**

**2019-20:** Secured a five-year, $20M National Science Foundation (NSF) Track 1 award to support 3D printing research; campuses deployed research results and skills in real time to assist in producing personal protective equipment (PPE) in response to the COVID-19 medical surge; research campuses led efforts to understand, treat, and protect against COVID-19.

**2020-21:** Completed year one NSF Track 1 work; held first annual research summit; planned for development of an updated statewide science and technology plan and statewide data management system for campus-based research activities.

Measuring Success

**2019-20:** Developed Master Plan metrics and benchmarks.

**2020-21:** Counted nonacademic credentials toward the attainment goal; expanded the Master Plan dashboard; developed and launched the Prosperity Index.

**2021-22:** Expanding credential of value recognition to include proprietary and licensed institutions; expansion of the data dashboard to include private institution credential completion; providing Prosperity Index and labor market analytics data to regional partners to track social and economic indicators, including progress toward meeting current and future industry needs; incorporating new longitudinal K-12 and employment outcomes data provided through recently enacted legislation, which will help identify policy needs and best practices to more effectively support students and workforce development initiatives.

**Strategies**

**ACCOMPLISHMENTS**

**Major Year-Two Achievements**

**Reinvestment Ready**

- Achieved the most significant higher education budget increase in 13 years, with over $100 million in additional dollars to support students, faculty and staff as we drive talent development.

**Focus on Affordability**

- Increased need-based aid (GO Grants) with an historic $11 million increase, established Louisiana’s adult financial aid program (M.J. Foster Promise) and passed Truth in Borrowing legislation focused on improved consumer information to reduce student debt.

**Collaborate for System Redesign**

Through K-12 Partnerships: Advanced Louisiana’s K-12 and postsecondary education policy boards (Board of Elementary and Secondary Education and Board of Regents) shared goal for all high school freshmen, beginning with the entering class of 2025, to graduate with some college credit, a market-relevant credential, or both.

- Fast Forward Initiative – Partnered with the Department of Education to fund and launch eight regional collaborative pilots, for K-12, higher education and business/industry to redesign the 11th and 12th grades of high school so that more students graduate with dual degrees (high
Since its launch in August 2019, Louisiana's Master Plan has driven the state's prosperity agenda, nested in its ambitious attainment goal that calls for 60% of working-age adults to hold a postsecondary credential by 2025. The Board of Regents has worked tirelessly to accomplish this goal through strategic investments in education, workforce development, and economic growth.

In Year 2 of the Master Plan, we have continued to make significant progress towards these goals. The pandemic has presented unique challenges, but it has also highlighted the importance of our work. We have seen increased interest in online and distance learning, and we have taken steps to ensure that all students have access to high-quality educational opportunities.

The success of our initiatives underscores the importance of our work and the critical role education plays in supporting a strong and equitable economy. We are committed to building a prosperous Louisiana, and we are grateful for the support of our partners and stakeholders in advancing our shared vision.

#LOProspers
ADDENDUM B
The Master Plan, launched and socialized across the state last year, has served as a rallying point for the Board of Regents and Louisiana around talent development. Furthermore, it has given clarity to the agency’s goals and objectives. The engagement across all systems, institutions, and external partners (e.g., industry, economic development organizations, etc.) has fostered a cross-sector approach to supporting systemic change designed to achieve our 60% by 2030 attainment goal and improve the lives of all Louisiana’s citizens.

With principles of equity nested within, the Plan must be leveraged to build a more resilient Louisiana in response to the challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes focusing on such issues as bridging the digital divide, increasing credentials of value, reducing barriers to student success by scaling Math Pathways adoption, expanding dual enrollment opportunities and integrating a Prosperity Index into the Board’s success measures. As a result of the steps taken last year to bring attention to those needs and others, and a new energy driven by the pandemic, higher education now speaks with one urgent voice, committed to increasing attainment so that Louisiana prospers.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Major Year-One Achievements

LAYING THE FOUNDATION AND MAKING THE CASE

• Launched ambitious comprehensive vision for talent development in Louisiana.

• Recognized by Moody's Investment Services.

• Adopted joint goal (Regents and BESE) that every high school senior graduates with a college credit, a credential, or both by the Class of 2029.

• Promoted universal access to dual enrollment with a goal that every high school junior and senior should have access to two dual enrollment courses at no cost to the student.

• Addressed challenges resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic: helping to keep students enrolled and near-completers graduating on time, as well as ensuring that more students received access to devices and the connectivity necessary to finish the Spring 2020 semester.

• Minimized legislative budget cuts to postsecondary education resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Advanced research related to regional priorities, securing major new federal awards and contributing to COVID-19 medical and community responses.

• Added an HBCU designation to the Master Plan, recognizing the unique role of our historically black colleges and universities to increase talent development in Louisiana.

MEASURING SUCCESS

• Master Plan Data Dashboard
  masterplan.regents.la.gov
NEXT STEPS

Year-Two Priorities & External Funding Sources

ACCELERATING THE WORK

• Advancing a Regional Talent Development Model to promote and increase attainment of credentials/degrees tied to the workforce needs of our state, aided by the LCTCS “Reboot Louisiana” Initiative, the establishment of STEM Regional Network Centers, regional goal-setting and strong education-to-employment alignment (National Governors Association (NGA), Strada, and CARES Act).

• Setting system/campus attainment goals (SHEEO).

• Defining credentials of value and counting workforce credentials in Louisiana attainment rate (National Skills Coalition).

• Addressing the digital divide at scale (CARES Act).

• Building on research successes through implementation of new initiatives, statewide engagement of researchers, and tools to build research capacity and competitiveness (NSF, NIH and NASA).

ADDRESSING MAJOR BARRIERS TO STUDENT SUCCESS

• By expanding and improving math reform through Louisiana Math Forward, corequisite delivery (Strong Start to Finish).

• By creating the Student Success Council, comprised of a diverse set of student, faculty and staff from colleges and universities throughout Louisiana, to address barriers to completion across the state’s higher education systems.

MEASURING SUCCESS

• Master Plan Data Dashboard
• Prosperity Index

Securing $35.7 M in external funding through competitive grants provides a strong indicator of the value and innovation of Regents’ work. These investments in Louisiana’s future provide the necessary fuel to support a host of strategies identified to produce additional graduates and achieve the state’s audacious attainment goal.
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
State Increased but Lagging the Nation

Though Louisiana has made progress in attainment, the national average increased by a larger percentage. To develop talent to its highest potential, we must close this gap.

GOAL: 60% x 2030

47.3%  Louisiana
3.1%  44.2%
51.3%  Nation
3.7%  47.6%

12.7% attainment increase needed to reach 60% goal

Approximately 53% of Louisiana’s population must be positioned to graduate with a postsecondary degree or credential. Our job moving forward is to help them overcome any barrier to success.

LOUISIANA RESIDENTS AGES 25-64

Data show minorities and economically disadvantaged students gaining more access to college.

Source: Lumina Foundation – Stronger Nation Attainment Report
MORE THAN DOUBLING THE NUMBER OF CREDENTIALS

COMPLETER TREND COMPARISON

ERASING EQUITY GAPS

The mix of credentials earned shows the need for the emphasis on equity in success, ensuring that all populations can earn the type and level of credential that aligns with their life and career goals.

| 2019 Total | 23% | 13% | 44% | 20% |
| White      | 20% | 15% | 48% | 19% |
| Black      | 30% | 15% | 37% | 18% |
| Hispanic of Any Race | 24% | 13% | 45% | 18% |
| All Others | 22% | 10% | 38% | 30% |

Credential completion is increasing across all populations and at all levels of education. Louisiana is ramping up support for the rapid growth of credentials at the associate’s level or below as a pathway to high-demand, high-wage, life-changing jobs for COVID-19 displaced workers.

INCREASING ADULT COMPLETERS

Approximately 45% of all 2018-19 completers were aged 25 or older, indicating that significant numbers of adults are already pursuing and earning credentials, allowing them to train and retrain for prosperity.

Source: Statewide Student Profile System, Louisiana Board of Regents

Despite the massive disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, work around the Master Plan is already showing success in boosting completers and closing the gap.
STRATEGIES AT-A-GLANCE

Year-One Actions and Year-Two Strategies

“Reaching our goal requires deep attention to achieving equity – engaging underserved populations, understanding barriers, and implementing strategies that increase access and success.”

-MASTER PLAN FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Closing Louisiana’s Achievement Gaps (reaching 60%)
2019-20: Development of state attainment and completion goals and Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) Advisory Council recommendations.
2020-21: Goal adoption by system/institutions; re-engagement of institutions with Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) Doctoral Scholars Program (DSP) to support recruitment of a diverse faculty; expansion of remote learning accessibility (devices and broadband).

Dual Enrollment – Start Strong
2019-20: Task Force recommendations developed to support universal access to dual enrollment; legislation adopted codifying guiding principles and establishing grant funding mechanisms; Partnership to Advance Youth Apprenticeships (PAYA) grant to support expanding non-academic pathways for students.
2020-21: Development of dual enrollment statewide portal to improve course selection and enrollment processes for students and enhance parent outreach.

Improve Outcomes
2019-20: Strong Start to Finish Developmental Math Reform grant awarded to scale college-level math accompanied by high-quality remedial support.
2020-2021: Practitioner-led peer learning communities and national expert facilitated workshops held throughout the year to accelerate statewide developmental math reform aimed at improving access and student success.

Incentivizing Success: Outcomes-Based Funding
2019-20: Developed funding formula that aligns with Master Plan goals.
2020-21: Revise funding formula to be implemented concurrent with or following pandemic contingencies.

Make Pathways Attainable by Making Them Affordable
2019-20: Open Educational Resources (OER) Commons expanded to statewide curriculum; no-cost and low-cost textbook legislation enacted; HB 676 (transcript release); expanded scholarship funding for short-term, high-demand credentials through COVID-19 relief funding; achieved $10.6M in legislative dollars to fully fund TOPS, as well as an additional $1M each to support Go Grant and Student Tuition Assistance and Revenue Trust (START) programs.
2020-21: National Governors Association (NGA) and Strada support provided for regional expansion of postsecondary and public benefits accessibility for adult learners; partner with Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank to develop the Career Ladder Identifier and Financial Forecaster (CLIFF) benefits tool for Louisiana, which can help underserved and low-income populations effectively leverage public benefits while pursuing a postsecondary credential.
Research universities are essential contributors to the quality of life in the places in which they are located and practice “stewardship of place,” focusing efforts on resolving issues that affect their communities. -MASTER PLAN FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Mapping and Stacking Credentials
2019-20: National Skills Coalition (NSC) Policy Academy technical support awarded to develop quality postsecondary credentials of value definition and process.
2020-21: Statewide adoption of Board policy for definition/criteria and evaluation process for non-academic credentials of value; “Reboot Louisiana” expansion by the state’s community and technical colleges of short-term technical and competency-based credentials that link high-demand regional economic development needs to support a post-COVID workforce.

New Education Delivery Models
2019-20: Scaled transition to online learning models in response to pandemic; federal and state support received for faculty development; CARES Act funds to deliver digital literacy skills to postsecondary populations, with emphasis on adult learners; legislation passed (SB10) in 2020 Special Session designed to bring high-speed broadband access to underserved areas of the state.
2020-21: Adoption of Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) crosswalks to credential requirements [American Council on Education (ACE) Military Crosswalk; College Level Examination Programs (CLEP); Advanced Placement (AP)]; PLA/Credit for Prior Learning (CPL) definitions.

Innovating for a Prosperity Pipeline
2019-20: Education Strategy Group (ESG) Attainment Academy support received for regional planning development; convened workforce, education, economic development, social services agencies, and other stakeholders through the Governor’s Workforce and Education Sub-Cabinet to focus on statewide talent development efforts; statewide exchange of best practices and programs achieved through second annual LaSTEM Summit.
2020-21: Integration of regional planning in work-based learning, non-academic credentials, dual enrollment, goal monitoring, etc.; regional STEM Network advisory groups to inform regional planning processes ($1M in legislative funding secured to support establishment of regional STEM Centers); through the work of the Legislative Economic Recovery Task Force and subsequent resolution (HCR12) adopted in the 2020 Special Session, Regents will work with Louisiana Workforce Commission to study and report on funding and programs supporting workforce development.

The Power of Research Universities
2019-20: Secured five-year, $20M National Science Foundation (NSF) Track 1 award to support 3-D printing research; campuses deployed research results and skills in real time to assist in producing personal protective equipment (PPE) in response to the COVID-19 medical surge; research campuses led efforts to understand, treat, and protect against coronavirus pandemic; approximately $13.3M in appropriations enhancements awarded to LSU Agricultural Center, Pennington Biomedical Research Center, Southern University Agricultural Center, Southern University System, University of Louisiana at Lafayette, McNeese State University, and LUMCON.
2020-21: Kickoff of Track 1; first annual research summit planned for Spring 2021 (with Fall 2020 virtual summit); development of updated statewide science and technology plan and statewide data management system for research activities (critical for federal competitiveness and engagement of private-sector partners).

Methods to Measure Success
2019-20: Developed Master Plan metrics and benchmarks.
2020-21: Non-academic credentials counted toward attainment goal; define regional goals; expand Master Plan dashboard; develop Prosperity Index data.
ADDENDUM C
LOUISIANA PROSPERS:
Driving Our Talent Imperative
THE AUDACITY OF HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Higher education in Louisiana faces the consequences of a decade of disinvestment, radically reducing state support for our colleges and universities and disproportionately shifting the funding burden to students and their parents. The consequences of this defunding hobbled our public institutions for a generation, just as excessive student debt burdens a generation of students as they make their way in the world.

Our determination at the Board of Regents is to make the next decade different from the last, changing higher education in more substantial ways than just reinvestment. The Regents will show the way to Educate, Innovate, and Collaborate, in order to double the number of working adults in Louisiana with meaningful, market-relevant postsecondary credentials by 2030.

It is the audacity of higher expectations for higher education. And it begins with this new Master Plan.
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The value of the work of colleges and universities is demonstrated every day as we build the Prosperity Pipeline, through which students access the tools and opportunities of education and training to secure good jobs and better lives while the state reaps the economic, social, and cultural benefits.
It is difficult to imagine a more critical component of Louisiana’s success, past, present, and future, than developing the talent of her people. Throughout our history, our colleges and universities have served as the gateway to economic advancement. The core mission of higher education is service: to students, communities, the people of the state, partners in the private sector, and the world far beyond the borders of Louisiana. The significance of colleges and universities is demonstrated every day as we build the Prosperity Pipeline, through which students access the tools and opportunities of education to secure good jobs and better lives while the state develops its talent base, seeds innovation, grows opportunity, and secures its high-tech, highly connected future.

President Lyndon Johnson, in his first State of the Union address in 1964, captured the challenge Louisiana faces now: “Very often a lack of jobs and money is not the cause of poverty, but the symptom. The cause may lie deeper in our failure to give our fellow citizens a fair chance to develop their own capacities, in a lack of education and training, in a lack of medical care and housing, in a lack of decent communities in which to live and bring up their children.”

Studies have shown that education is the key to building the talent that leads to social mobility. Louisiana’s Talent Imperative is a commitment to our citizens, families, communities, and employers to extend much more widely the benefits of postsecondary education.

Data clearly demonstrate the value of higher education, and particularly training in technology-rich professions and science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines. During the period 2010-2014, following the Great Recession, individuals with postsecondary credentials worked at a rate of 10-30 percentage points higher than individuals without credentials. Of the 11.6 million new jobs created, 11.5 million – almost all – went to workers with at least some college and more than 70% of these were filled by workers with a baccalaureate degree or higher.

The impact of higher education on annual income levels is profound, with bachelor’s earning at least 50% and professional degree holders earning up to 100% more than high school graduates. Skilled earners are essential to this virtuous cycle: educated people are more likely to be employed in good jobs, pay taxes, and buy goods and services – supporting their local, regional, and state economies.

A well-prepared workforce attracts businesses that need skilled employees, creating a vibrant community to sustain this structure. Higher levels of education also correlate with social goods: better health outcomes, higher civic participation, and lower incarceration rates. By contrast, undereducated citizens directly cost their states and localities more in terms of increased social expenses and lost wages, and make it difficult for communities to contribute the trained workforce that builds broad economic strength and increases social mobility.

Louisiana has faced extreme challenges over the past two decades, from natural disasters to severe reductions in state funding for higher education. The resilience of the state reveals the strength of our communities and the need to help them maximize their potential. Postsecondary education has embraced this need despite hardship and instability, focusing on student success and enrolling and graduating more students than ever before.

To move Louisiana aggressively forward, the Board of Regents has embraced a robust new attainment goal that calls for 60% of all working-age adults (ages 25-64) in Louisiana to hold a degree or high-value credential by 2030. As we stand on the brink of a new decade, this Master Plan, born of the Board of Regents’ unique charge to guide postsecondary education across the state, will set the foundation to increase opportunity. Our Talent Imperative is to Educate, Innovate, and Collaborate.
Our mission is clear:
Coordinating the work of campuses, systems, and stakeholders, the Louisiana Board of Regents serves as the state’s leading force for talent development through quality, affordable postsecondary education for all.
Our mission is clear: Coordinating the work of campuses, systems, and stakeholders, the Louisiana Board of Regents serves as the state’s leading force for talent development through quality, affordable postsecondary education for all. In fulfilling this role, the Regents works in concert with the four public management boards and systems – the Louisiana Community and Technical College System (LCTCS), Louisiana State University System, Southern University System, and University of Louisiana System – and the campuses that comprise each system. Though it is a constitutional responsibility, the Board of Regents does not view master planning as an exercise, but as an opportunity to set a vision for talent development in our state and a roadmap for how to get there.

Article VIII, §5 D (4) of the Louisiana Constitution requires the Board of Regents to “formulate and make timely revision of a master plan for postsecondary education.” In addition, Acts 241 of 1987 and 1360 of 1997 require Regents, in cooperation with each system management board, and with the chancellor and president of each institution, to establish a mission for each system, college, and university it serves. In this way, and through this structure, Regents enacts its role as the state’s coordinating board, advocating for student success and educational quality by setting and enforcing minimum admission criteria within a differentiated system of campuses. Further, Act 462 of 2014 requires the Board of Regents and each public postsecondary education system to jointly and collaboratively develop a comprehensive outcomes-based funding formula model to drive performance. The 2019 Master Plan reaffirms the Board of Regents’ constitutional responsibility to plan, coordinate and provide budgetary oversight for all public postsecondary education in Louisiana.
47% of working-age Louisianians, approximately 1.15 million, hold a high school diploma or less as their highest level of education.
Statewide, we have a deficiency in the skill levels of our workforce and in the extent to which existing skills are credentialed. Whether those credentials are measured in awarded degrees from higher education institutions or in certificates evidencing job-specific training and competency, the fact remains that only 44.2% of our working-age population has a degree or a certificate, well below the national average of 47.6%. Our challenge is to augment the credentials of the state’s workforce, increasing the percentage of higher education attainment. This corresponds to higher incomes for the workforce and greater productivity for their employers.

Louisiana’s economic future is inextricably linked to its talent pipeline. In fact, 96% of Louisiana’s workforce is comprised of Louisiana residents who must be prepared for an evolving economy. By 2020, the Georgetown Center projections indicate that 65% of jobs nationally, and 56% of jobs in Louisiana, will require education beyond a high school diploma. It is estimated that 85% of jobs that will be available in 2030 have not yet been created or even imagined. This atmosphere of uncertainty and dynamic change provides a mandate for urgent and informed action by those who develop talent in our state.

The Board of Regents, along with the state’s higher education leaders, recognizes the significant work yet to be done. Louisiana continues to struggle with high poverty, low educational attainment, uneven access to higher education, and a need for increased and diverse high-wage employment opportunities. When it comes to talent development ours is a three-fold challenge:

- expand access to and success in completing postsecondary education,

- eliminate persistent and damaging equity gaps

- significantly increase the education level for adults
• eliminate persistent and damaging equity gaps, and
• significantly increase the education level of adults.

Success will position Louisiana as a leader in innovation, opportunity, and talent.

Expanding access and student success requires improvement in the traditional education pipeline and an expansion of it as well. Our current education system has too many leaks – we are losing students who never graduate high school, never enroll in college or, when they do, do not persist or complete. Of 100 incoming 9th graders, 78 will graduate high school. Of these, 45 will enter college immediately after graduation, and a meager 18 will earn a postsecondary credential within 150% of the standard time of completion; six years for an associate’s degree; three years for a baccalaureate degree. These numbers must improve.

Erasing equity gaps is also critical to our success. In Louisiana, white students are significantly more likely than African Americans to complete a postsecondary credential: in 2017, 20.6% of the white student population who attended college earned credentials, compared with 15.8% of the African American student population. In fact, according to Education Trust, Louisiana has the lowest degree attainment rate – 20.7% – for African American adults, of the 41 states included in their latest State of Higher Education Equity report. Pipeline leakage for African American
students is significantly worse than for the state as a whole: of 100 African American 9th graders, 73 will graduate high school, 40 will enter college immediately, and only 9 will complete within 150% of standard time to degree.8 This gap represents a major loss of potential.

Finally, 47% of working-age Louisianians, approximately 1.15 million, hold a high school diploma or less as their highest level of education.9 That means nearly half of the state’s working-age population is at risk of not meeting the demands of the 21st-century workforce. This could result in them being unemployed or underemployed and in need of new educational opportunities to advance and thrive. Despite the high percentage who left education before college, currently only 4.5% of adults 25-49 without a baccalaureate are enrolled in a postsecondary institution, the second-lowest percentage in the nation.10 Serving our returning adults effectively and affordably in order to enable them to receive a first or follow-up credential must be a priority for our state.

Collectively, these data show that in Louisiana postsecondary education is being successfully delivered to too few and unevenly, leaving entire segments behind. Getting these populations to and through college will begin to maximize the tremendous potential in the state.

By 2020, the Georgetown Center projections indicate that 65% of jobs nationally, and 56% of jobs in Louisiana, will require education beyond a high school diploma.

It is estimated that 85% of jobs that will be available in 2030 have not yet been created or even imagined.
In addition to educating more students overall, the state has also increased enrollment and completion of African American students, Pell students and returning adults.
LEVERAGING PROGRESS

Since 2001

The Board of Regents’ 2001 Master Plan was a watershed in Louisiana, changing the structure of higher education throughout the state. The 2001 Plan embraced the core idea that postsecondary education should be available to all, and set out to establish a framework to make that happen.

The plan embedded the Louisiana Community and Technical College System (LCTCS), created by Constitutional Amendment in 1997, into the existing structure of higher education. The effect was to provide more opportunity for students from diverse backgrounds and with differing levels of academic preparation to identify and select the higher education path most likely to help them accomplish their goals. The Regents, in collaboration with two- and four-year systems, developed statewide articulation and transfer practices, linking different levels of undergraduate programs across campus types and smoothing students’ paths through higher education. Prior to creation of LCTCS, there were only a handful of public two-year institutions in Louisiana, leaving many four-year campuses to fulfill both two-year and four-year functions. With the development and expansion of open-admission two-year campuses, Louisiana had, for the first time, an opportunity to move to selective admissions at public four-year campuses without cutting off access for large student populations.

Minimum admission standards – including a required college-preparatory curriculum, a minimum high school Grade Point Average (GPA) and either a prescribed minimum score on the ACT Test or a minimum high school GPA on the Regents’ Core or a prescribed minimum high school class rank – were established at appropriate levels for three categories of institutions: flagship, statewide, and regional. While Regents set minimum standards in 2001 for implementation in 2005, management boards, campus administration, and faculty were encouraged to consider implementing more stringent standards where appropriate.

The almost twenty-year experience since the implementation of the 2001 Master Plan provides a good vantage point from which to examine its impacts on the state, its postsecondary education system, and the individual students.

Louisiana: Then and Now

By the numbers, Louisiana has not changed significantly over the past two decades. The population has grown by 194,485, a minimal 4%, and the unemployment rate remained steady at 4.3%. Median incomes have risen significantly – approximately 50% – in real dollars, but once adjusted for inflation the gains show slight increases in family and per capita income and a marginal decline in household incomes. While the population has grown minimally since 2001, most recent Census Bureau estimates show Louisiana has recently lost population, with a decline of almost 11,000 from 2017 to 2018, the fourth-largest loss in the nation.

While relative stasis of population metrics is disappointing, it does underscore the resilience of a state that has experienced multiple catastrophes over this timeframe, from the devastating hurricanes of 2005 to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the historic 2016 floods. The people of the State have stayed, rebuilt, and made better lives for themselves despite the hardship. Postsecondary education – providing opportunity, training, new knowledge, and community assistance – was a critical component in moving Louisiana forward through these setbacks.
Elementary and secondary education, while still in need of improved outcomes, has shown progress in the past twenty years – more high school completions (from a graduation rate of 58.5% in 2001 to 78.1% in 2017), more students graduating academically prepared by completing the core requirements for the Taylor Opportunity Program for Students (TOPS) (61% completing the core in 2008, compared to 73.6% in 2017), higher college-going rates (from 46% in 2002 to 58% in 2017), and the number one Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) completion rate (77.1% in 2018) in the country. These successes offer building blocks on which to accelerate improvement.

Postsecondary Education: Then and Now

The Board of Regents’ 2001 Master Plan was transformative for Louisiana higher education in charting a path to advance students’ academic readiness, alignment of preparation with postsecondary opportunities, and beginning a steady growth in access and attainment. TOPS scholarships were introduced in fall 1998, and over the ensuing decades expanded in student participation from approximately 39,000 in 2003 to more than 51,000 in 2017-18. With the introduction of the TOPS Core, students were guided to the curricula needed to enter college-level programs, while the growth of the Louisiana Community and Technical College System provided more and better programs for direct-to-workforce training. The creation in 2007 of Louisiana’s need-based GO Grants, despite chronic shortfalls in funding, helped more students access higher education. More than 23,000 college students enrolled in 2017-18 held GO Grants, almost five times the recipients in the first year of the program.

During the last two decades, enrollments rose by more than 32,000, a remarkable 18.3%. Admissions standards keyed to institutional roles, scopes, and missions guided more students to the best campus match for their level of academic preparation and future goals, with the follow-up effect of boosting attainment as more students were able to persist and finish in the campuses they chose. The dramatic results are reflected in the data in the table below.

Louisiana’s College Student: Then and Now

Two decades into the 21st-century, the profile of the “typical” postsecondary student has fundamentally changed. No longer an intermediate step primarily for 18- to 21-year-olds with limited life and work experience, college campuses attract students from across

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth in Louisiana Public Postsecondary Education, 2001-2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Enrollment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st to 2nd Year Retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide Graduation Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Annual Credentials Conferred</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the demographic spectrum, and with an extraordinarily diverse set of experiences.

In addition to educating more students overall, the state has also increased enrollment and completion of African American students, Pell students, and returning adults. Comparing 2017 to 2001:

- African American students comprised 29.2% of the total enrollment, up from 26.7%, with enrollment growing from 27.4% to 32.6% of entering full-time freshmen. Gaps continue to appear in completion with only 24% finishing a postsecondary credential in 2017, down from 25% in 2003. However, it is notable that the number of completions in 2017 grew more than 2,000 over 2003.

- Pell recipients have grown significantly since 2007, the first year for which reasonable comparison data exist: in 2017, 68,762 students received Pell, an increase of 29%. In 2017, 47% of credential recipients, more than 19,000 students, held a Pell award at some point during their college experience.

- The number of adults over 25 earning an undergraduate credential grew by 2,660, a 29% increase from 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Then:</th>
<th>Now:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>26.7%</strong> Total Enrollment for African Americans</td>
<td><strong>29.2%</strong> Total Enrollment for African Americans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,743 Completion of a Postsecondary Credential by African Americans (per year)</td>
<td>9,821 Completion of a Postsecondary Credential by African Americans (per year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53,275 Students Received Pell (per year)</td>
<td>68,762 Students Received Pell (per year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,176 Adults Over 25 Earning an Undergraduate Credential (per year)</td>
<td>11,836 Adults Over 25 Earning an Undergraduate Credential (per year)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Return On Investment**

- **Double the Numbers**
  - **GOAL:** 85,000 Annual Credentials Produced in 2030
  - 45,000 Annual Credentials Produced in 2018

- **$5,414** Provides an extra $5,414 in cumulative personal income per capita
- **$535M** Produces $535M in additional sales taxes
- **$3.4B** Yields an estimated $3.4B in state revenues; including an estimated $794M in income taxes
- **$1.26B** Savings projections of $1.26B in Medicaid costs and $206M in corrections costs
An AMBITIOUS GOAL:
DOUBLE the NUMBERS

Reaching an educational attainment level of 60% will require Louisiana to more than double the number of annual credential recipients, from approximately 40,000 in 2018 to 85,000 by 2030. The status quo over recent years has yielded annual growth in credentials hovering around one percent. If our current trend continues, attainment in Louisiana will be at approximately 48% by 2030, far short of our 60% goal and the talent needs of our state. That means continuing to offer postsecondary opportunities ‘the way we always have’ or relying on demographic changes to ‘fix’ the problem will not be sufficient.

To double the numbers by 2030 requires that we expand our thinking about talent and the tools by which talent is developed. It will demand that Louisiana postsecondary education and its partners try new approaches, disrupt the status quo, implement new strategies for all potential student populations, enable all students to participate, and emphasize re-engagement of working-age adults.

Public and private postsecondary institutions must lead this work through a unified and collaborative statewide effort. Currently, Louisiana’s public postsecondary campuses annually produce approximately 77% of credentials conferred, with the remaining 23% produced by private institutions. To maximize paths for students to pursue and earn meaningful credentials, both sectors must engage to remove existing barriers to success and increase completers. PK-12 and business and industry are critical partners, representing the preparation and outcomes ends of the pipeline, with postsecondary education as the gateway between them.

Students, regardless of family income, age, race, or place, must succeed at levels significantly higher than projections based on current trends to achieve the 60% attainment goal. And the goal is broader than simply reaching the percentage; it also encompasses achieving the right mix of credentials – high-value certificates, undergraduate degrees, and graduate degrees – to meet Louisiana’s needs.

Within these significant increases in attainment, we must sharply focus on achieving equity. The attainment goal, which requires producing 45,000 more credentials in 2030 than were produced in 2017, is predicated on significant growth in credentials across all student populations. Producing the result for white residents requires a minimal growth of 4% over projections of credential production based on current trend. Increases for African American residents must be more ambitious, with 23% more credentials needed than current trends indicate will be produced. Reaching our goal, therefore, requires deep attention to achieving equity – engaging underserved populations, understanding barriers, and implementing strategies that increase access and success.

The significance of this work is evident: reaching our 60% attainment goal, and ensuring all populations are included in this growth, will yield profound benefits to the state and our citizens. According to National Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS), based on 2015 data, getting to the goal in 2030 will lead to an extra $5,414 in cumulative personal income per capita and yield a significant increase in state revenues over the fifteen-year timeframe. This includes an estimated additional $794.8 million in income taxes, $535.1 million in sales taxes, and $611.3 million in property taxes, as well as further savings projections of $1.26 billion in Medicaid costs and $206.2 million in corrections costs. The state, then, is projected to see more than $3.4 billion in new revenues and cost savings by 2030 as a direct result of a more and better educated population.
Incarcerated / Formerly Incarcerated
Traditional Secondary to Postsecondary
First in Family
Working Parent in Need of Training
Incarcerated / Formerly Incarcerated
Foster Youth
Adults in Rural Areas
Veterans

Today's Student
EXPANDING OUR VISION of TALENT in the PROSPERITY PIPELINE

Reaching our talent development goal requires that we expand the pool of talent to be developed. A strong PK-12 to college pipeline alone will not get us there. The work must prioritize all potential student populations – elementary and secondary students, working adults, and adults out of the workforce in order to create a lifelong Prosperity Pipeline. Without this pipeline serving Louisiana’s citizens, our state will continue to miss opportunities for better livelihoods and stronger communities.

Given existing low attainment levels, the state must prioritize the education and training of our large adult population who currently have some or no college. Bringing them into postsecondary education and to a credential of value will improve their individual lives and boost standards of living across the state.26

Louisiana’s incarcerated population, currently the second-highest in the nation at 1,052 per 100,000 residents, is another critical group to draw into postsecondary education. This is consistent with national and state emphases on prison reform, driven by the knowledge that approximately 84.8% of this population in Louisiana will return to live in our communities.27 Preparing these individuals for life after incarceration – releasing them with training, skills, and opportunities – decreases the chance of recidivism, raises their earning potential, and sets them on a positive path for the future, all while decreasing the state’s levels of investment in incarceration.

Other populations needing additional support to meet their full potential include foster youth, people aged 18-24 not working or in school (opportunity youth), and working residents of any age who are seeking additional skills. All should find encouragement and support to earn the credentials needed to realize their ambitions.

Our Talent Imperative includes a relentless commitment to today’s students—the traditional secondary-to-postsecondary, first-in-family, working parents in need of training/retraining, adults in rural communities, returning veterans, and the incarcerated and formerly incarcerated.

Our Talent Imperative includes a relentless commitment to today’s students—the traditional secondary-to-postsecondary, first-in-family, working parents in need of training/retraining, adults in rural communities, returning veterans, and the incarcerated and formerly incarcerated. Our goal is to provide renewed hope and a vision for their future. For Louisiana, promoting postsecondary success across all population sectors is foundational, increasing our ability to attract and grow 21st-century business and industry and developing the talent to fuel our economy.
Reaching the goal of 60% attainment requires us to accelerate talent development aggressively through identification of new pathways, leaving incremental change behind.
To meet the ambitious attainment levels projected in this Master Plan, current systems of educational delivery and workforce preparation must change. Reaching the goal of 60% attainment requires us to accelerate talent development aggressively through identification of new pathways, leaving incremental progress behind. In short, we must embrace solutions at the scale of the problem.

**Mapping and Stacking Credentials**

Paths from education to meaningful employment and personal and community prosperity will vary widely for individual students and their ambitions. However, for many, and particularly underserved populations with limited exposure to higher education, these paths to market-relevant credentials are often poorly marked or altogether inaccessible. This perpetuates the cycle of poverty that can lead to yet another generation being undereducated, underemployed, and underestimated. Intentionally designed and well-marked pathways, showing all steps and possible outcomes, will enable students to understand the process, see their way forward, and make informed decisions.

Credentials aligned to workforce skills must lead the way. A stackable approach is a strong first step for students, allowing them to earn credentials that are valuable in themselves, but can be also paired with others to accrue into a broader set of knowledge, skills, and abilities without the student losing time or repeating work. As students accumulate credentials across their lifetimes, they build a suite of skills necessary in the 21st-century economy and increase their ability to compete in the fast-moving technology-based economy, which generates new demands for skills and knowledge on an almost-daily basis. Understanding the evolution of competencies needed in our changing workplaces and supporting the development of new and responsive credentials are critical, and many new models should be evaluated and considered.

**Closing Louisiana’s Achievement Gaps**

The Louisiana Talent Imperative requires an equity-minded focus. Louisiana cannot reach its goal nor fulfill the potential of all of its citizens without addressing educational inequities, which too often occur in the PK-12 system and continue in postsecondary education. Achievement gaps by race and income level have stubbornly persisted, resulting in a high cost to the state in lost talent and lower prosperity. Research has shown that poverty is a significant driver of educational inequity, and that gaps are widening. The college completion rates for students at the 90th percentile have grown sharply since 1970, for example, while the rate for low-income students – in the 10th percentile – is largely unchanged.

In Louisiana, closing equity gaps by race and income level are linked: in 2017 approximately 450,000 African Americans – 31% of that population – and 41,000 Hispanics – 21% lived in poverty compared with a statewide level of 17% across all races and 10% among the white population.28

A look at minorities in Louisiana reveals that African American and Hispanic populations make up 32% and 5%, respectively, of Louisiana’s total population, and both have grown as a share of total population since the 2010 census.29 Only 19% of Louisiana’s African American citizens hold an associate’s degree or above, a number almost doubled by the white population, at 34%.30 Currently African American students represent 29% of students enrolled in postsecondary education and only 24% of...
A recent report by the Education Trust gave Louisiana a failing grade in achieving equity, identifying a 10-point gap between the African American population and postsecondary attainment based on 2016 data. Hispanic students, a much smaller segment of both Louisiana’s and higher education student populations, comprise 5.2% of postsecondary enrollment and 4% of completers, percentages consistent with representation in the general population. Louisiana recognizes the need for action: in 2015 the Legislature passed a resolution to draw attention to these gaps and to call for possible solutions.

Evidence-based practices that assist minority and low-income students in finding and navigating their pathways, feeling connected to their education and their future, flourishing academically, and financing their postsecondary experience reflect the kind of broad approaches that can bear results. As our colleges and universities enroll more minority students, inclusive of all racial and ethnic minority populations, they also must focus on what it takes for these students to earn the credential best suited to their personal and professional goals. The placement of faculty of color in Louisiana institutions helps to model success for students, provide opportunities for mentorship, and boost attainment. While important for all institutions, this must be an intentional focus for Louisiana’s two-year colleges, as they serve a significant minority population (49.8% of students enrolled), along with historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs), whose mission is to serve and ensure success for minority populations. Promoting intentional, proven policies and practices designed to erase these gaps and engage with the impacted communities is critical to ensuring that opportunities for better jobs and better lives reach all Louisianans. The Board of Regents will lead the way in developing and implementing key initiatives to eliminate performance gaps, bring equity, and provide opportunity and social mobility for underserved Louisiana residents.

**Dual Enrollment – Start Strong**

To improve both access and success, we cannot focus exclusively on bringing more students to college; we also must find ways to bring more college to kids. Our high schools, public and private, currently graduate approximately 45,000 students a year. Through dual enrollment and other opportunities to gain postsecondary credits during high school, a clear opportunity exists for many more students to enter college with substantial earned credits or even to graduate high school with a credential. Though growth in dual enrollment since 2003 is impressive, access to college-in-high-school opportunities continues to be uneven, varying widely by schools, districts, costs to students, faculty availability, and other factors.

In addition, recent data indicate that more than half of Louisiana students who might be eligible do not participate – especially low-income students and students of color. Many students are unaware of the benefits of dual enrollment, including the opportunity to earn early college credit, the cost savings related to entering college with a shorter time to degree, and the potential to enter the workforce earlier and directly into a well-paying, rewarding job. Louisiana’s rural population can also have limited access to college-level work, simply because of geography. A statewide framework designed to bring parity in access and expand opportunity to all schools and more students will be paired with a campaign to educate administrators, parents, and students.
on opportunities for college work in high school. Alongside efforts to map clear pathways to and through higher education, this campaign will ensure that students understand the value of doing college work in high school and recognize it as an early step to a credential.

Louisiana’s Talent Imperative requires that we seek deliberate and strategic approaches to provide universal access to college in high school – ensuring availability of high-quality instruction and clearly charting the links between the college-level work and each student’s plans. The PK-12 system has already made efforts to streamline students’ access to different postsecondary education pathways. This work must be coupled with strong advising to help students understand the applicability of earned credits to credential pathways.

**Improve Outcomes**

With Louisiana postsecondary campuses’ persistence and completion rates lagging substantially behind leading public institutions nationwide, the Louisiana Talent Imperative will embrace proven practices that assist students in navigating the challenges of postsecondary education, from paying for it to choosing the right path to meaningful work. While our public and private institutions serve 237,000 students, graduating 47,000 per year, more than 8,000 students leave college after their first year with some credit but no degree. Louisiana can retain and graduate this talent pool by identifying and overcoming the barriers that lead students to stop out of college and often not return. These improvements can yield a high return on effort and thus boost productivity. Two approaches in particular merit early attention and rapid implementation at scale: addressing academic deficiencies within credit-bearing courses and implementing Math Pathways.

Although Louisiana’s postsecondary leadership has made progress in providing tools to students to address academic deficiencies before leaving high school, many in Louisiana still require post-graduation remediation at a community college before becoming eligible to enroll in four-year colleges and universities. The need for remediation discourages many students, reduces access, drives up costs, and can be a barrier for adult students wanting to enroll in or return to college.

Institutions have been encouraged to implement remediation reforms, including mechanisms for students to receive supplemental instruction concurrently with credit-bearing courses. National and statewide studies, including those conducted by Community College Research Center (CCRC), Tennessee and Georgia, show that students succeed at a rate at least two times higher in co-requisite than traditional remedial courses; in Tennessee’s first year of full implementation of co-requisite math, only 11.5% of students completed traditional remedial courses, while 63.4% finished a co-requisite class. The benefits of this increased success are numerous: rapid addressing of academic deficiencies, reduced time to credential, reduced cost to the student and the state, and establishment of a bridge, rather than a barrier, to college-level work.

Implementing at scale these proven alternatives to traditional remediation would help Louisiana systemically to address academic preparation challenges while keeping costs low and students fully engaged in their educational progress.

Paired with reform in methods to address academic deficiencies is a growing focus on the Carnegie Foundation’s Math Pathways program, a proven, highly successful strategy to get students through a critical gateway course – college-level math – that is often a major barrier to higher education success. The Tennessee and Georgia studies show that an overwhelming majority of students enter college with academic deficiencies in math, and a significant share of them – as high as 80% – will never successfully complete college-level math and risk never completing a credential. By focusing on mathematics learning that is meaningful to students’ everyday lives, academic areas of study, and career paths, Math Pathways enables more students to meet college math requirements, acquire skills needed for both college and work, and persist to complete their credentials.
Postsecondary education is fundamentally an investment with extensive long-term benefits to individuals and communities, not an expenditure without a return.
As the Louisiana Talent Imperative makes clear through its focus on the urgent need to build the skills and knowledge of Louisiana residents, postsecondary education is fundamentally an investment with extensive long-term benefits to individuals and communities, not an expenditure without a return. Strategic funding, with resources carefully aligned to well-defined priorities, benchmarks, and outcomes, is the bedrock of success for the entire endeavor: only through reinvestment from all sources can we create a postsecondary structure that provides our people with chances for more skills, better jobs, and social mobility and provide the state the tools to expand its 21st-century economy. Public reinvestment at state, regional, and local levels is particularly significant for leveraging targeted private-sector investment. Public reinvestment will actually yield additional funds for the state as a more educated population working high-skill, high-wage jobs will generate higher tax revenues and will yield lower spending on welfare programs, healthcare, unemployment compensation, workers’ compensation, and other social support efforts. A major study has shown that, on average, over a lifetime a four-year-equivalent degree holder provides $471,000 more in income to the state than a high school graduate lacking a higher credential.40 Failure to invest will come at a significant cost. Not only will the state lose the financial benefit of a more educated population, continued low attainment will also further entrench existing inequities and place students at an impossible crossroads: work to live in the present or pursue a better future. And the cost will not just be to students; private employers will continue to struggle to find enough qualified workers, local communities will have difficulty growing, the state will continue to operate at a disadvantage in recruiting new business and diversifying our economy, and we will continue to see ourselves in the bottom tier of the states in opportunity and quality of life. We have been near the bottom for too long, and have too much to offer.
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### Incentivizing Success: Outcomes-Based Funding

The Louisiana Talent Imperative will continue to direct state dollars toward developing the talent we value and need. The Board of Regents currently uses an outcomes-based funding formula to target state funding toward improving student success. While the funding formula’s overall distribution is a combination of the prior-year funding base, course delivery costs, and outcomes, a significant emphasis is placed on success in Louisiana’s higher education priorities. The metrics driving the formula support the role, scope, and mission of each institution, while the formula as a whole incentivizes performance as measured by student progression and completion, workforce development, and research innovation. Additionally, the formula rewards completion of low-income students, adults 25 and older, and underrepresented minorities. A new Master Plan signals an opportunity to affirm, modify, and update the funding formula and metrics as needed, to ensure it properly incentivizes the goals and values of the Master Plan, including equity, innovation, and student success.

### Make Pathways Attainable by Making Them Affordable

The Louisiana Talent Imperative commits to greater college affordability, particularly for low- and moderate-income Louisianians. Postsecondary credentials are necessary for getting and keeping a good job, and cost should not prevent talented individuals from accessing...
them. Even as this link between credential and opportunity has intensified, the cost to the student has skyrocketed as institutions have relied more heavily on student-paid tuition and fees rather than public support.

The figure below illustrates recent trends in higher education funding in Louisiana, showing a near-inversion in levels of state funding and tuition and fees even as total dollars remained flat. This indicates that in less than a decade the funding burden has shifted from approximately 70% state-funded/30% student-funded to 70% student-funded/30% state-funded.28

The shift of the financial burden to students certainly affects access, as more students, and a high proportion in traditionally underserved populations, cannot afford to attend college. It also can affect success, as students drop out of programs early and without the intended outcome due to lack of resources. The effects of this shift are exacerbated in Louisiana, where one in five individuals lives below the poverty line.41

According to the Southern Regional Education Board’s (SREB’s) Affordability Study, a family earning less than $30,000 annually – 28% of all families in Louisiana – would spend 18% of its income just to afford tuition (exclusive of fees) at lower-cost public institutions. Louisiana’s merit-based scholarship support, through the Taylor Opportunity Program for Students (TOPS), is generous at $1,601 per FTE student, which is almost four times the SREB average – while the state’s need-based aid program, at $161 per FTE student, is less than half the SREB average.42 The effect of this is to keep postsecondary education out of reach for too many Louisiana residents who could most benefit.

Tuition and fees are not the sole impediment to earning a credential. Non-academic factors including food and housing insecurity, childcare, health care, transportation, and work responsibilities can exponentially increase risks to completion.

A broader approach to affordability is critical to reaching our ambitious attainment goal. For traditional undergraduate students – those moving directly from graduation to college – more rigorous high school courses will lead more students to merit-based TOPS awards and stretch TOPS dollars further. While this is needed, it is not sufficient; the Prosperity Pipeline must expand

---

**Funding Trends at Degree-Granting Institutions (FY09–FY19)**

![Funding Trends Chart](image)

*Source: Board of Regents, 2009-2019. Form BOR-1: Revenue/Expenditure Data.*
By building a more accessible higher education system, in terms of time, money, and clear roadmaps to success, postsecondary education in Louisiana will be able to engage and serve more students and families.

Beyond the high school-to-college bridge. Given high rates of poverty and economic challenges to Louisiana families, the state must demonstrate a stronger commitment by prioritizing Louisiana’s need-based aid program, GO Grants. In addition, Louisiana must develop an effective affordability strategy to support returning adults who have earned a regular or alternative high school diploma and are pursuing credentials in high-demand areas. An adult financial aid program for non-traditional adult students piloted by the Louisiana Community and Technical College System is showing promising early results. We will use findings from this pilot, as well as results from other states’ adult aid initiatives, to improve and expand programs to support returning adults.

The Louisiana Talent Imperative recognizes that education costs students in both money and time. Ensuring access to and promoting the positive impact of a variety of time-saving approaches to educational success – early credit accumulation in high school, innovative stackable and short-term credentials and improved time to degree – will help to reduce college costs.

Ancillary costs of higher education, in particular the substantial costs of textbooks, pose a significant barrier for many of our students. The average student spends approximately $1,200 on textbooks over the course of a year. Cutting these costs through expanded adoption of Open Educational Resources (OER) is a proven strategy, already yielding an estimated student savings impact of $6.14M. New investments provided by Regents allow the Louisiana Library Network (LOUIS) to provide more resources to support student savings and further expand OER course development using the state’s OER Commons repository. The OER Commons will allow 260 transferable courses to be aligned to existing OER textbooks and resources, streamlining the course redesign process.

Finally, increasing the Prosperity Pipeline requires that we leverage all sources of support for students, including public benefits, to increase the social mobility of our people. All federal resources provided to individuals, such as the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) and Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), should be braided into a system to increase credential attainment and support students in need. Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) Individualized Career Services, providing recipients with continuous assessments and identification of barriers to success, would complement, build on, and support educational pathways work, helping students to capitalize on opportunities for training, as well as support local labor market needs. Similarly, state programs such as workforce training and health care can also remove some of the barriers to pursuing and completing a credential. Collectively with improved coordination and alignment, these investments of public dollars can accelerate the number of people on a productive path, over the longer term saving the public sector millions of dollars.

By building a more accessible higher education system, in terms of time, money, and clear roadmaps to success, postsecondary education in Louisiana will be able to engage and serve more students and families. The result will be a better-educated population for Louisiana, leading to a higher quality of life, expanded opportunity, more social mobility, and stronger communities.
Building the Prosperity Pipeline to engage all of the state’s talent requires that Louisiana transition from a siloed, linear approach to education to one that creatively blurs the boundaries between PK-12, postsecondary education and business and industry.
Innovating for a Prosperity Pipeline

The Louisiana Talent Imperative recognizes the centrality of innovation to catalyze and drive the talent development system our state needs. Building innovation ecosystems throughout the state, to allow creative ideas to be shared, advanced, and brought into use, is critical to establishing a Prosperity Pipeline. Innovation in this context encompasses three essential components: new and novel approaches to the way education is delivered, methods to measure the success of educational strategies and adapt them based on performance, and continuing to embrace the power and reach of research universities and special purpose institutions in advancing knowledge and new ideas.

Building the Prosperity Pipeline to engage all of the state’s talent requires that Louisiana transition from a siloed, linear approach to education to one that creatively blurs the boundaries between PK-12, postsecondary education and business and industry. Therefore, work-based learning must become an integral part of the state’s talent development system. A continuum of experiential learning, apprenticeships, job shadowing, internships, and cooperative education from middle to high schools blends worksite and classroom learning, helping students connect theory to practice, and in particular allowing students to learn by doing. Innovative curricula and education delivery models that weave together learning and work – immersion programs, near-completion specializations,
Higher education must also recognize that beyond students’ technical knowledge and abilities, employers are increasingly seeking soft skills – interpersonal relations, communication, judgment, and ethical problem-solving – that must be part of any curriculum.

education programs integrated into the work environment – can also help students to understand the relationship of learning to work and being fully prepared to enter the workforce. Finally, in addition to the practical benefits of the experience, if this blended education allows the student to earn postsecondary credits, it can accelerate both time-to-degree and post-graduation wages.

Louisiana’s Talent Imperative demands the state expand apprenticeships in high-need fields like information technology, cybersecurity, health care, and advanced manufacturing. Linking education and work explicitly will not only help students in connecting the relevance of their education to employment, it will also forge stronger and more meaningful partnerships between PK-12, postsecondary education, and Louisiana’s private sector.

Higher education must also recognize that beyond students’ technical knowledge and abilities, employers are increasingly seeking soft skills – interpersonal relations, communication, judgment, and ethical problem-solving – that must be part of any curriculum. The IBM Institute for Business Value’s Global Skills Study noted that the technology of work is changing so fast that executives are now more focused on the soft skills of job candidates: a willingness to be flexible, agile, and adaptable to change. Curricula and foundational courses should deliberately prepare students for this aspect of employment, to make them as competitive as possible in the rapidly evolving technology-centered workforce.

1

New Education Delivery Models

Our Louisiana Talent Commitment is anchored in the understanding that all learning counts. Thousands of Louisiana’s citizens are returning to higher education campuses annually, bringing with them knowledge and skills gained in the workplace. These developed talents, along with prior college experience and knowledge, should be systematically included in credential pathways. Census data indicate that there are in excess of one-half million adults in our state who have attended college but left without a credential; many of these adults, though, continued to gain skills after leaving through their jobs and other life events. In many cases, these adults could leverage their informal learning in the classroom, to complete their progress to a credential. In addition to this pool of adults who could bring their experience back to college, there are 271,000 who never finished high school and almost 100,000 ‘opportunity youth’ (ages 16-24, not enrolled in school or working) who could benefit as well.

We must evolve our system from seeing the diploma as a proxy for learning to a competency-based approach. This would allow students to advance in the Prosperity Pipeline based on mastery of skills, regardless of the environment in which they learn those skills. Students are then liberated from a schedule of knowledge transfer,
and fixed benchmarks to measure progress, to move at their own pace through the competencies needed in the area of study. Focusing on skill development rather than seat time will help students master course content, and allow for the student’s competence to be demonstrated and documented. This approach is fully consistent with the evolving economy, which places a premium on demonstrated skills, self-motivation, and critical ability.

A well-defined Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) system is a critical tool for measuring the opportunities for these returning adults; institutions in Louisiana currently deploy a variety of PLA practices, with uneven effectiveness. Advancing a statewide PLA policy that covers all public campuses and ensures that credits awarded through PLA are treated equally with other credits in transfer policies is an important step. This will raise efficiency for campuses, reduce uncertainty for students, and make the system more predictable and transparent.

The rapid development of educational technologies has also enabled a myriad of new formats and types of learning experiences, extending from massive open online courses (MOOCs) that enroll thousands but provide little or no student support, to fully personalized models of teaching and learning. Through the Board’s eLearning Task Force, educational innovation of all kinds is supported across institutions, allowing faculty, administrators, and others to discover effective techniques for different learning styles and student populations. Continued, accelerated support of leading faculty innovators can build on this success, to improve student outcomes and cultivate new opportunities for student access and learning.

To build a strong understanding of what strategies work and how they boost student attainment, the Louisiana Talent Imperative will engage education researchers, seeding analysis of both trends and outcomes. Careful analysis will show how initiatives are working, and shape our approaches to better achieve the intended results. Research will also help us to understand how to invest to maximize results: what kinds of interventions work, what resources are needed to optimize their impact, methods to expand pilot or experimental approaches, and ways to balance the different needs of different populations within a shared goal. Investing in understanding our approaches
To build a strong understanding of what strategies work and how they boost student attainment, the Louisiana Talent Imperative will engage education researchers, seeding analysis of both trends and outcomes.

will allow constituencies to share best practices and build on activities that are proven, rapidly and efficiently spreading effective innovation.

In fact, we are already implementing federal research findings with 35,000 students in 68 schools within 18 districts. The Louisiana Office of Student Financial Assistance (LOSFA) is using a combination of state and federal funding to implement these findings, and it is seeing improved outcomes as a result of outreach efforts aimed at building a college-going culture in economically disadvantaged low-performing public middle and high schools with high percentages of potential first-generation college students.

Schools that participate in state-funded LOSFA Field Outreach Services are more likely to experience increased rates of FAFSA completion, high school graduation and college enrollment. Students who are supported through both state and federally funded academic support services, such as tutoring/course credit recovery, dual enrollment, and/or Advanced Placement, are increasing in successful course completion, decreasing in the number of those who require remediation, and/or successfully earning college credit while in high school. Students supported through the federally funded priority model (district-wide middle through high school approach) are becoming eligible and ultimately receiving TOPS awards at a greater rate than those in public schools outside the priority model.

The Power of Research Universities

Higher education is the incubator of innovation in the United States as university faculty and students, supported by public and private investment, pursue knowledge in order to advance our understanding, abilities, and growth. Innovation functions as an ecosystem, bringing together, in symbiotic relationships, different types of and approaches to research and an array of stakeholders, from researchers, to technology transfer professionals, to end users or licensors.

Higher education is typically where the basic knowledge underpinning innovation is discovered, and universities are increasingly involved in every stage of development. Beyond basic knowledge, postsecondary institutions partner with business and industry to facilitate the movement of innovation into society and the market.

The universities’ role in the innovation ecosystem is both broad and critically important. It must include all of the following components: basic research, applied research, and translation and commercialization. In addition, the research environment should embed training, providing opportunities for students at all levels to see, experience, and engage with the processes of knowledge discovery and understanding. These components are complementary and co-dependent, each needing the others to continue the cycle of invention.

In addition to the broad goals of building knowledge and understanding and contributing to the economy, research universities are essential contributors to the quality of life in the places
Research universities are essential contributors to the quality of life in the places in which they are located.

Per National Science Foundation (NSF) data, annual higher education research expenditures in Louisiana from all sources have grown from $154 million in 2001 to more than $683 million in 2016, a more than fourfold increase. Essential to securing and continuing this trend is identifying ways to maintain and grow research infrastructure, ensuring that all participants – faculty, students, industry partners, and others – have access to cutting-edge tools and services necessary to a healthy and productive research environment. The tremendous assets in Louisiana – both a strong research infrastructure across numerous critical areas of study (advanced manufacturing, computer technology, cybersecurity, energy, and health sciences) and a set of research issues of critical regional importance – will be the launchpad for our next generation of research and technology development.

in which they are located. Research universities practice “stewardship of place,” focusing efforts on resolving issues that affect their communities. In Louisiana, for example, significant statewide research partnerships investigate diseases that disproportionately affect our citizens – heart disease, diabetes, cancer, and infectious diseases – threats to our environment, uses of our natural resources, and new technologies that can serve as platforms for our growing economy. The purpose of university research is not to create knowledge for its own sake, but to serve its environment and transform lives through the knowledge and innovation it generates; campuses begin that work in their own communities. Our Talent Imperative requires that our institutions improve not only the education, but also the health, well-being, and social mobility of our citizens.

For more than 30 years the Board of Regents, through the BoR Support Fund (BoRSF) as well as statewide federal grants, has seeded these activities and made significant progress in growing both federal research funding and industry partnerships. During the years of BoR operation of BoRSF and federal programs, more than $255 million in state monies have been distributed to the campuses, leveraging more than $1 billion in federal and private monies. Much BoRSF investment, moreover, has been focused on projects directly studying and benefitting our region and the state.
The role of the Board of Regents in establishing, maintaining, and growing these partnerships is clear: we must serve as conveners and liaisons, facilitate, advocate, track prospects for collaborative efforts, and act as the statewide voice for work that must be done together.
GETTING to the GOAL: COLLABORATE

For postsecondary education to grow as this Master Plan envisions – and as the state urgently needs – stakeholders across all sectors must embrace the vision for the future and pull together strategically to move it forward. We must be inclusive and intentional in building partnerships, but also clear that everyone is actively engaged in the work. Collaboration based in mutual commitments shared by a broad spectrum of stakeholders will be essential for tapping the state’s unmet potential. This approach requires that we expand our efforts to deepen productive partnerships with state and federal agencies and non-profit groups, as well as across the private sector both regionally and statewide. These partnerships cannot run on parallels or come together on an occasional or ad hoc basis, but will be deliberate, formal, and fully unified. We must pull as a single team to produce generational change for Louisiana.

We must pull as a single team to produce generational change for Louisiana.

In the highly integrated culture of the 21st century, relationships across all sectors involved in postsecondary education and workforce development will be the critical driver of opportunity. The role of the Board of Regents in establishing, maintaining, and growing these partnerships is clear: we must serve as conveners and liaisons, facilitate, advocate, track prospects for collaborative efforts, and act as the statewide voice for work that must be done together.
In 2018, the Governor created the Workforce and Education Subcabinet as a formal collaborative effort to bring together a cross-section of agencies committed to talent development – economic development, workforce, child and family services, health, corrections, juvenile justice, and housing joined PK-12 and higher education. The focus is on cross-agency policy work specifically designed to improve Louisiana’s progressively skilled workforce through alignment with education and credential accumulation. The subcabinet represents a promising opportunity to leverage resources and develop policy and practice to improve educational attainment and workforce readiness. Maintaining and growing these partnerships on behalf of higher education on a state level will be essential to improve our success in reaching the shared populations we serve and in aligning campus and program priorities with Louisiana’s economic and community needs, present and future.

The Louisiana Talent Imperative builds on an already-extensive PK-12 partnership. To develop our talent from within the state and provide more opportunities for Louisiana’s residents, we must maintain strong links at all points of the education pipeline and work to expand college into high school. The likelihood of success for students in higher education is clearly rooted in the preparation they receive in PK-12 and aided by early exposure to college. This partnership has already yielded results in the alignment of academic expectations and preparation, a mutual focus on dual enrollment, teacher preparation and more. We must continue to advance a shared vision for equity in opportunity and academic success.
Higher education across the country has recognized the need to act as a liaison between the student population – people in search of personal and professional growth and new opportunities – and business and industry – the source of high-skill, high-wage jobs in Louisiana. Aligning program offerings and curricula with market needs is critical to building the classroom-to-work pipeline and positioning today’s students for tomorrow’s job opportunities. While postsecondary education has increasingly pursued deep partnerships with business and industry, they have grown up largely in response to – rather than ahead of – demand. Relationships must be developed more proactively and deliberately, to ensure the depth and nimbleness necessary to adjust to new needs and possibilities for Louisiana’s workforce. Maintaining and building these networks of innovation will increase Louisiana’s capacity for research and development at the highest level, helping position the state as a hub for industry-based innovation, in turn bringing more and better opportunities to our state.

Through such intentional, long-term collaborations, employers can advocate for the importance of higher education, provide student internships and projects, and inform and support academic programs designed to accelerate the development of needed skills. Institutions can partner with employers to develop work-based learning opportunities that may be credentialed, develop competency-based learning models that allow students to receive credit for and build on what they already know, and integrate internships, project-based learning, and other experiential learning into curriculum and program design. When done correctly, these partnerships form the basis for long-term investment and mutual support between public and private sector stakeholders.

Higher education across the country has recognized the need to act as a liaison between the student population and business and industry.
The Prosperity Pipeline
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By 2030
Louisiana’s greatest asset is her people. As we mark progress against the new Master Plan, our goal is to translate that success into real benchmarks of prosperity and upward mobility. We will measure our effectiveness toward reaching our talent development goals and by how well our state as a whole is improving the lives of our citizens.

The Board of Regents will publish annually a progress report on Louisiana’s Talent Imperative. The report will present traditional measures of college success, such as enrollment, retention, completion and attainment, to show the impact of this Master Plan throughout implementation. Significantly, though, we will also report broader, society-wide measures such as income, poverty and employment through a Prosperity Index. This tool will allow us to track and demonstrate the extent to which talent growth is driving improvements in the state’s overall well-being. To consider success in addressing equity gaps, we will disaggregate Prosperity Index data by race/ethnicity and socioeconomic factors. Partners in this work will also be encouraged to report complementary measures within their individual areas of work, to build both high-level and sector-based views of our progress.

With evidence of how the state, overall, is benefiting from this laser focus on building talent, we will develop a comprehensive financing plan to measure the total resources we need to reach our attainment goal, how all available funds can be leveraged, the productivity impacts of innovations implemented, and returns on these investments.

This report will provide direct evidence of the impacts of the Louisiana Talent Imperative on the state and show the results of the innovative new approaches we pursue together. Louisiana’s disinvestment in higher education over the last decade cannot be sustained. Building a Prosperity Pipeline requires smart, strategic, and targeted new investments in talent development. By financing this Talent Imperative and improving attainment, Louisiana’s taxpayers will realize a significant return on their investment in real dollars and quality of life.
Conclusion

This Master Plan envisions a focus on postsecondary talent development that disrupts the standard approach to evolve rapidly into a Prosperity Pipeline for all Louisiana residents. Aligned with the 21st-century needs and our technological, STEM based future, such an approach will require innovative thinking, transformative actions, and deep engagement. We must educate, innovate and collaborate to drive dramatic change. This demands a laser focus on results, grounded in a mission to serve the people of this state as we advocate for talent development.

To accomplish these goals, we will take a broad approach. We must focus our actions comprehensively on all age groups and populations:

• The PK-12 pipeline, building the number of students who graduate high school with a credential
• The bridge from high school to college, bringing more graduates directly into higher education
• The college-goers, giving them the education and support they need to stay in college and finish
• The returning adults, showing them that higher education can help them access opportunities to improve their jobs, quality of life, and communities

Because these groups are diverse, with widely differing needs and goals, we must focus on making the many pathways to and through postsecondary education recognizable, accessible, affordable, and attainable. For this reason, we focus on the three primary drivers of the work: Educate, Innovate, Collaborate. Together with the leadership of the management boards of the LCTCS, LSU, SU, and UL Systems, public and private institutions, and the engagement of stakeholders across the education, training, workforce, and economic development landscapes, we will create the ecosystem within which Louisiana can fully realize her potential.

Reaching our goal of doubling the number of credentials in Louisiana by 2030 will yield unprecedented gains in access, equity, and return on investment to our state and our people. It is our imperative. Our future demands that we get this right.

We must educate, innovate and collaborate to drive dramatic change. Our future demands that we get this right.
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Comprehensive Research University

Louisiana State University and A&M College

Louisiana State University (LSU) is the state’s comprehensive doctoral and research university, offering a broad range of baccalaureate, master’s, and doctoral programs appropriate to a nationally competitive comprehensive research university. Admission to LSU’s degree programs is highly selective, based on academic preparation and indications of the likelihood of success.

Statewide Universities

Louisiana Tech University

Louisiana Tech University (LA Tech) is a comprehensive university with a mission to educate undergraduate and graduate students in a variety of arts, sciences and professional disciplines and to conduct research in these fields. Admission to LA Tech is selective, based on courses completed and academic performance.

University of Louisiana at Lafayette

The University of Louisiana at Lafayette (UL Lafayette) is a comprehensive university with a mission to educate undergraduate and graduate students in a variety of arts, sciences and professional programs and to conduct research in these fields. Admission to UL Lafayette is selective, based on courses completed and academic performance.

University of New Orleans

The University of New Orleans (UNO) is a comprehensive university with a mission to educate undergraduate and graduate students in a variety of arts, sciences and professional programs and to conduct research in these fields. Admission to UNO is selective, based on courses completed and academic performance.

Regional Universities

Grambling State University, HBCU

Grambling State University is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. Grambling uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.
Louisiana State University of Alexandria

Louisiana State University of Alexandria (LSUA) is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities within its region. LSUA uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Louisiana State University Shreveport

Louisiana State University Shreveport (LSUS) is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate and graduate students through bachelor’s and master’s programs and service to the employers and communities in its region. LSUS uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

McNeese State University

McNeese State University is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. McNeese uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Nicholls State University

Nicholls State University is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. Nicholls uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Northwestern State University

Northwestern State University is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. Northwestern uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Southeastern Louisiana University

Southeastern Louisiana University is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. Southeastern uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Southern University and A&M College, HBCU

Southern University and Agricultural and Mechanical College is a teaching and research university with a mission to educate undergraduate and graduate students in a variety of arts, sciences and professional programs and prepare students for careers and lifelong learning in a global 21st-century economy. The university has a special mission to serve the needs of the underserved, especially African American students. Southern uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.
Southern University at New Orleans, HBCU

Southern University at New Orleans (SUNO), the only public historically black university in New Orleans, is primarily a teaching institution whose mission is successful education of undergraduate students and service to the employers and communities in its region. SUNO uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

University of Louisiana at Monroe

The University of Louisiana at Monroe (ULM) is a teaching and research university whose mission is successful education of both undergraduate and graduate students and delivery of services that support economic development, especially to employers and communities in its region. ULM uses a traditional admission process based on courses completed, GPA, and standardized test scores.

Community and Technical Colleges

Baton Rouge Community College

Baton Rouge Community College (BRCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, BRCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Bossier Parish Community College

Bossier Parish Community College (BPCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, BPCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Central Louisiana Technical Community College

Central Louisiana Technical Community College (CLTCC) is a developing comprehensive technical community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a technical community college, CLTCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Delgado Community College

Delgado Community College (DCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, DCC uses a traditional open admission process.

L.E. Fletcher Technical Community College

L.E. Fletcher Technical Community College (Fletcher) is a comprehensive technical community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a technical community college, Fletcher uses a traditional open admission process.

Louisiana Delta Community College

Louisiana Delta Community College (LDCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, LDCC uses a traditional open admission process.
Louisiana State University Eunice

Louisiana State University Eunice (LSU Eunice) is a two-year comprehensive community college established to serve the educational needs of the students in Acadiana, and southwest and south central Louisiana. As a two-year institution, LSU Eunice uses a traditional open admission process.

Northshore Technical Community College

Northshore Technical Community College (NTCC) is a comprehensive technical community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a technical community college, NTCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Northwest Louisiana Technical Community College

Northwest Louisiana Technical Community College (NLTCC) is a comprehensive technical community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a technical community college, NLTCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Elaine P. Nunez Community College

Elaine P. Nunez Community College (Nunez) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, Nunez uses a traditional open admission process.

River Parishes Community College

River Parishes Community College (RPCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, RPCC uses a traditional open admission process.

South Louisiana Community College

South Louisiana Community College (SLCC) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, SLCC uses a traditional open admission process.

Southern University at Shreveport, HBCU

Southern University at Shreveport (SUSLA) is a comprehensive community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a community college, SUSLA uses a traditional open admission process.

SOWELA Technical Community College

SOWELA Technical Community College (SOWELA) is a comprehensive technical community college responsible for providing the full range of community college services in its region. As a technical community college, SOWELA uses a traditional open admission process.